CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction

THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher
reserves the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential
purchaser or agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more
lots belonging to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made
in good faith. Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalogue reflect the best
judgment of Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest
bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders
(including a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf
of amail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the
successful bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after
the sale, the auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission
of 18% on the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any
sales and use tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or
vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid,
however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent
or those of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all
consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and
Kelleher therefore has a security interest in the consigned material over and above the
normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made
on behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale),
shall be as follows:
(a) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot
shall be given to the auctioneer immediately following the saleof such lot.
(b) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before
Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three
(3) business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a
purchaser known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for
immediate payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers).
Mailed delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt
of a sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling,
delivery and insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to
the purchase price; a minimum charge of $10.00 will be made.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment
charge of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“NonComplying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply
occurs,Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at
an auction at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole
discretion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent
purchaser, whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses
of both sales, all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to
both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It
shall be in Kellehers’ sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore
hammered-down to a Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty
in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any
surplus arising from the sale of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser.Kelleher shall have all of the
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachussets
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the
defaulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher
to secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out
of a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery
of lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bankwire
transfer. Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if
paid within 15 days of sale date. Extended payments which have been pre-approved and
payments over 15 days will incur a surcharge of 2%.
WIRING INSTUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.

EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITYAND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given
for on premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at
Kelleher discretion.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance
of such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the
period of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in
accordance with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved
by reference to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to
re-offer the lot with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning
Purchaser shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to
the Returning Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well
as for all costs and expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental
damages. Any lot, the description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in
the original packaging and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The
following lots are not returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers;
(iii) lots on account of their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue; or (iv)
lots described as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing
more than ten (10) items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than
genuine by a generally recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received
by Kelleher within four weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under
Conditions of Sale 7 are not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue.
Lots may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG)
or any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of
Philatelic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last
seven (7) years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and
as so stated on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including
but not limited to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser
shall pay to Kelleher Connecticut, Massachusetts or New York and local sales taxes,
or any compensating use taxes of any other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside
the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher
and hold it harmless of and from any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating
to the purchase of articles at the auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles
thereof. ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the
Rules of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered
by the Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding
instituted for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising
under or by reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or
proceeding in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such
judicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by
registered mail, return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to
the auctioneer at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be
reduced to the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis.The
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 297-6056 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be
registered and be approved by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please
contact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find
the Kelleher link.
Principle Auctioneer: Norman Scrivener #695072
		
		
		

NYC Dept of Consumer Affairs
80 Lafayette Street, New York, NY 10013
Telephone (212) 577-0111

Sale No. 659 - Public Auction Sale
ASDA National Postage Stamp Show
The Hilton Hotel, 1335 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY
Show Hours
Thursday 10am - 6pm, Friday 10am - 6pm,
Saturday 10am - 6pm, Sunday 10am - 3pm

Friday, October 24, 2014 - 10:00 AM
Session 2

Lots 1001 - 1542

United States
Postal History
featuring

The John Bryant Sawyer Stampless Postal History & Balances
“Springfield” Civil War Postal History Collection with Confederate Usages
A Selection of 1847 Usages from a Southern Gentleman
Portions of the Randy L. Neil CSA Collection
Further Offerings of the “Constellation” Postal Card Usages Highlighted by Foreign Mail

Viewing
Schedule

October 6 - 21

By appointment at our Connecticut Office.

October 23 - 26

The Hilton Hotel, Bryant Room during Show Hours for lots
that have not sold.

kelleherauctions.com

Bidding also available on stampauctionnetwork.com

Connecticut Mailing Address:
60 Newtown Road, PMB44
Danbury, CT 06810
Phone 203-297-6056 Fax: 203-297-6059

Boston Office:
197 First Avenue
Suite #370
Needham, MA 02494-2874

Table of Contents: Sale 659

Session 2: United States Postal History
Friday, October 24, 2014, beginning at 10:00 A.M.
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Postal Cards Used on Foreign Mail . . .
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Collections, Balances and Misc. Groups
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Autographs and Free Franks
Alabama . . . . . . . . . . .
Florida . . . . . . . . . . . .
Maine. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Massachusetts . . . . . . . .
Michigan Territory . . . . . .
New Hampshire . . . . . . .
South Carolina . . . . . . . .
Vermont . . . . . . . . . . .
Groups and Balances . . . .
Misc. Including Ephemera . .
Forwarders Covers. . . . . .

Postal History by Topic
Western Express Covers . .
Railroad Covers . . . . . . .
Inland Waterway Covers . . .
Maritime Mail . . . . . . . . .
Advertising/Illustrated Covers
Fancy Cancels . . . . . . . .
Valentine Covers . . . . . . .

Postal History by Issue

J

John Bryant Sawyer

ohn B. Sawyer was born in Aroostook County, Maine in 1884. He graduated from Bates College in 1909 and then graduated from Northeastern
School of Law 1916.
He was a teacher and then principal of Groveton, NH High School before
moving to Wakefield, MA to become principal of the high school there. In
1915, he married Elinor Clark of Schenectady NY. They were married over
60 years and had 4 children and 15 grandchildren.
He was admitted to the bar in 1916 and in 1917 joined the legal department of the Boston and Maine Railroad. In 1947, he was appointed general
counsel for the Boston and Maine, a position he held until his retirement.
Mr. Sawyer was very active in the community, serving on the School Committee, and in charge of Communication and Transportation in the Wakefield area during WWII. He was a Deacon of the Congregational Church,
Master of the Golden Rule Lodge, a member of the Masons, the Wakefield
Camera Club, and the Wakefield Stamp Club.
He was an avid collector of stamps and stampless covers and as early as 1934 and 1936 was awarded
first and second place ribbons for his and stamps and stampless covers at the Wakefield Stamp Club. He
spent hours pouring over his collection, and carefully adding to it over the years. He was extremely detail
oriented, and had a sharp eye for the rare and unusual along with a collector’s passion for the perfect item
to complete a set. He continued to be an active collector into his 80’s.
Both John B. and Elinor C. Sawyer came from families with long histories in New England, and so had
a deep connection to and appreciation of the early history of the region. They knew the people, the small
and large towns, the commerce, the history of shipping and transportation and were fascinated by the
evidence of this that the collection provided.

Bidding Increments:
Bidding shall proceed in accordance with the following schedule:
Up to $100; increase by $5
Up to $200; increase by $10
Over $200 to $500; increase by $25
Over $500 to $1,000; increase by $50
Over $1,000 to $3,000; increase by $100
Over $3,000 to $7,500; increase by $250
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Over $7,500 to $15,000; increase by $500
Over $15,000 to $30,000; increase by $1,000
Over $30,000 to $70,000; increase by $2,500
Over $70,000 to $130,000; increase by $5,000
Over $130,000 at descretion of the auctioneer
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Covers & Cancels

Minor imperfections, including but not limited to: nicks, edge or flap tears or slight reductions are normal conditions for 19th century envelopes that have been postally transmitted. Folded letters would have at least one file fold. Acceptable forms of conservation include light
cleaning and edge mending. Covers may have an ordinary stamp with a minor defect. The above exist in most 19th century covers and are
not always described and therefore not grounds for return.

Catalogue Values

Unless otherwise noted, the currently available Scott Catalogue values (2014 editions) are quoted in dollars and rounded to the
nearest dollar. Other catalogues are often used for foreign countries or specialized areas as provided.

Session 2
Friday, October 24, 2014
Beginning at 10:00 A.M.
At the ASDA National Postage Stamp Show
The Hilton Hotel, 1335 Avenue of the Americas, New York City

Lots 1001-1542
United States Postal History

1

STAMPLESS: Autographs and Free Franks

Stampless
Autographs and Free Franks

1001

Garfield, James A., (1831-1881) 20th President of the United States, 1881.
1869 Free Frank as Congressman. Bold signature upper right, with “Hiram O/May/18" c.d.s. at left, addressed to Alliance OH; light edge toning, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500

1002

Grant, Ulysses S. & William Tecumseh Sherman, signatures in pencil, “U.S. Grant” as immediate past
president, and “W.T. Sherman, General, May 17, 1877” on an engraved invitation “to the occasion of the departure”
of Grant for Europe; 5½" x 8" with a reinforced central horizontal fold not affecting signatures; Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2
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STAMPLESS: Alabama - Florida

Alabama

1003 )
[Alabama] Postal History Collection, six covers, with Wetumpka, Montgomery stampless with “One
Ct” in lozenge, and two manuscript town cancels, scarce lot from the southern state, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Florida
1004 )
[Florida] Apalachicola, five stampless covers, includes red c.d.s. with high “Y”, matching red “2" rate,
nice clean lot with mostly full strikes, F.-V.F. (photo on web site)
Estimate $500 - 750

1005

1006

1005 )
[Florida] Jacksonville, strong strikes on two folded letter sheets, a 1841 to Nashua NH, and a 1849 to
New York City; minor flaws, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1006 )
[Florida] St. Augustine, mostly complete red “St Augustine Fl.T./May/19" c.d.s. with matching ”Free"
straight line, on 1840 folded letter sheet addressed to Washington DC, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
1007 )
[Florida] Tallahassee, four stampless covers with three red and one green c.d.s., with rates of “10",
”18¾", and “25", nice lot for the Floridian collector, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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STAMPLESS: Maine

Maine

1008

Ex 1009

1008 )
[Maine] Augusta, 11 stampless covers, includes complete strike of red horn of plenty, 1826 red c.d.s.
used less than one year, red c.d.s. with red 10 obliterated and rerated to 5, nice range of rates and auxiliary markings, some condition issues, sure to please the Augusta collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1009 )
[Maine] Bangor, nine stampless covers, includes red c.d.s. with letters touching, an integral 3 Paid on a
valentine envelope, 1861 “Free” by member of congress, nice range of rates and auxiliary marking, mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1010

Ex 1012

1010 )
[Maine] Bath, light strike of “Bath Aug 8" and light red ”Way 21" on folded letter sheet addressed to Stephen Longfellow, brother of Henry W., and two other referees in a law suit, addressed to Portland ME, letter was
turned and sent to the other referee, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1011 )
[Maine] Bath, 22 stampless covers, exciting lot with 1812 blue beaded c.d.s., attached rate of “10", integral ”3 Paid", ship letter from St. Bartholomew, with great range of rates and Paids, mixed condition, inspection is
encouraged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

4
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STAMPLESS: Maine

Ex 1012

1013

1012 )
[Maine] Belfast, eight stampless covers, clean group with green c.d.s., a black and a red double oval
c.d.s., “Free” in circle, “Charge Box 41", and a forwarded cover from Belfast to Boston to Milton 3 Ponds NH, few
condition issues, a wonderful range of c.d.s.’s, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1013 )
F.-V.F.

[Maine] Blue Hill, two covers, both with red Blue Hill ME c.d.s., and different red “5" rates, attractive pair,
Estimate $100 - 150

Ex 1014

1015

1014 )
[Maine] Brunswick, eight stampless covers, fresh lot with attached rate “6", two double ovals, two covers with rates crossed out and manuscript ”On public service", nice range of rates, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1015 )
[Maine] China, “China ME” c.d.s. with manuscript “July 21 ” date and “5" rate, on 1840 folded letter sheet
addressed to Boston MA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
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STAMPLESS: Maine

1016

1017

1016 )
[Maine] East Eddington, “East Eddington ME/Mar/12" c.d.s. on cover, two strikes ”Due 3" straight line,
addressed to Maren NH; reduced at right, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1017 )
[Maine] Eastport, three covers: oval c.d.s. on 1822 folded letter sheet addressed to Washington DC,
blue oval on 1832 folded letter sheet addressed to South Berwick ME, and red oval on 1829 folded letter sheet to
Bath ME, a few condition issues, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1018

1019

1018 )
[Maine] Eastport, “Eastport Me/Aug/5" oval c.d.s. with straight line ”Way" and manuscript “7" rate, on
1826 folded letter sheet, addressed to Washington DC, military letter, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1019 )
[Maine] Ellsworth, orange “Ellsworth Me/Jul/5" c.d.s. with matching fancy ”5" rate, on 1847 folded letter
sheet, addressed to Portland ME, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

6
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STAMPLESS: Maine

Ex 1020

Ex 1021

1020 )
[Maine] Gardiner, ten stampless covers, includes two red double circle c.d.s. and two red slanting letter
c.d.s., cover addressed to Saco ME concerns a ship wreck, a red “5" in circle rate, a ”Paid 3" in circle rate, mixed
condition, interesting diverse lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1021 )
[Maine] Hallowell, nine stampless covers, includes red double oval forwarded from Hallowell to Fall
River MA, red double circle, inverted year with red “V” rate in circle, excellent range of rates, mixed condition,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 1022

1023

1022 )
[Maine] Kennebunk, five stampless covers, includes “Free”, “Paid” “5" in circle rate, should prove useful
to the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1023 )
[Maine] Levant, two different straight lines, includes red small “Levant” with matching large “5" rate, and
red straight line with month and day on second line, somewhat light strikes, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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STAMPLESS: Maine

1024

1025

1024 )
[Maine] Machiasport, two straight lines on stampless and franked covers, includes straight line with
manuscript “Paid 3" rate on a stampless, and a straight line on a embossed ladies envelope with pen cancelled 26,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1025 )
[Maine] Narragaugus, “Narraguagus ME/Oct/21" (1841) c.d.s. with ”Paid" straight line and rerated from
“8" to ”10", addressed to St Johns New Brunswick, routed through St Andrews, unusual cover, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1026

1027

1026 )
[Maine] New Castle, “New Castle/ME/Jan/10" c.d.s. with manuscript ”10" rate, on 1842 folded letter
sheet, addressed to Portland ME, manuscript “Forward” and “12½” cents added to rate, red Portland ME c.d.s.
used as receiver, rerouted to Bangor ME, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1027 )
[Maine] Portland, datelined St. Thomas, “Portland/ME/Feb/4" c.d.s. with manuscript ” sh 19" rate, on
1803 folded letter sheet, addressed to Providence RI, business letter about the sale of a schooner, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

8
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STAMPLESS: Maine

1028

Ex 1029

1028 )
[Maine] Portland, red “Portland ME/Jun/10" c.d.s. with manuscript ”25" rate, on 1843 folded letter sheet,
addressed to Forsyth GA, forwarded to Midgeville GA, with Forsyth c.d.s. used as receiver and manuscript “Forwarded 10", F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1029 )
[Maine] Portland, 15 stampless covers, excellent selection, includes 1808 enclosed Portland c.d.s. to
Augusta, red beaded edge c.d.s., red octagon c.d.s., blue c.d.s. with integral “5" rate, forwarded from Woburn MA to
Boston, with nice array of rates and auxiliary markings, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

1030

Ex 1031

1030 )
[Maine] Saco, two covers, first is starred “Saco ME/May/29" c.d.s. on 1829 folded letter sheet addressed
to New York, second is boxed ”Saco ME/Jun 26" on 1831 folded letter sheet, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1031 )
[Maine] Saco, five stampless covers, nifty little lot that includes two red “5" rates, two blue integral ”5"
rates and a blue “Paid 3" straight line, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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STAMPLESS: Maine

1032

Ex 1033

1032 )
[Maine] The Fork, manuscript “The Fork ME/May 9" with manuscript ”Paid 18¾" rate on 1837 folded letter sheet, addressed to Dedham MA; stain at left not affecting markings, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1033 )
[Maine] Thomaston, six stampless covers, with c.d.s. with ornaments, black, red and blue c.d.s., various
rates, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 1034

Ex 1035

1034 )
[Maine] Waldoboro, four stampless covers, black, red and blue c.d.s., with matching paids, nice selection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1035 )

10

[Maine] Waterville, two covers, both with red double oval c.d.s., datelined 1823 and 1829, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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STAMPLESS: Maine

1036

1037

1036 )
[Maine] Winthrop, straight line with manuscript “July 5" beneath, full strike, addressed to Bridgewater
MA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1037 )
[Maine] Wiscasset, blue Wiscasset Me c.d.s. with matching “3/Paid”, on folded letter sheet addressed to
Ship Fudeas “Expected to arrive at” Charleston SC, blue boxed “Advertised”, rare marking; file folds and light edge
wear, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1038

Ex 1039

1038 )
[Maine] Wiscasset, blue Wiscasset ME c.d.s. with matching straight line “Paid”, manuscript “18½” rate
on folded letter sheet addressed to New York City, with manuscript instructions “pleas forward this letter to whare
Brig Ottawa may arrive”; vertical file fold, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1039 )
[Maine] Wiscasset, 18 covers, nice range of rates and auxiliary markings, with red “Free”, red “Paid”,
blue “3/Paid”, attached rates “10", ”12½", “18¾”, great lot for the Maine specialist, F.-V.F. Estimate $350 - 500
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STAMPLESS: Maine - Massachusetts

Ex 1040

Ex 1042

1040 )
[Maine] Wiscasset, two covers, each with town name misspelled, first a blue “Wiscassett ME/Jul/26"
with matching ”Paid/3" rate addressed to Charleston SC, and the second red “Wiscasset Mane/Aug 16" c.d.s. with
manuscript ”10" rate addressed to Cushing ME, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1041 )
[Maine] Stampless Cover Selection. 90+ stampless covers in three binders, fabulous array of rates,
auxiliary markings, color c.d.s., with better including Hamden double oval, Lewiston double circle, Oxford “Paid/3"
in circle, paint red Stevens Plains, and plenty of others to discover, a great lot with great potential, please inspect,
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1042 )
[Maine] Manuscript Cancels. Seventeen manuscript cancels, includes Augusta, Aroostook, Atkinson,
Alna, Damariscotta Mills, Dixfield, Edgecomb, Hiram, Hampden, Mexico, Nobleboro, Perry, Presque Isle, Washington, Whitefield, and Warren, perfect lot for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Massachusetts

1043

Ex 1044

1043 )
[Massachusetts] Abington, red double oval and matching FREE straight-line handstamp on stampless
outer folded letter sheet to Bridgewater MA, manuscript at top “E. Hobart PM”, indicating that it was sent by the postmaster, who had postal privileges, docketed on Sept. 19, 1838, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
1044 )
[Massachusetts] Amherst, seven stampless covers, nice range of rates, one ladies embossed cover,
four with contents, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

12
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STAMPLESS: Massachusetts

Ex 1045

Ex 1046

1045 )
[Massachusetts] Andover, seven stampless covers, one black, one brown and two red “Adnr”, blue
c.d.s. with matching “Paid/3" rate, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1046 )
[Massachusetts] Blandford, four stampless covers, with two red misspelled “Blanford”, one matching
“Free”, one “Paid/3" in circle, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

1047

1048

1047 )
[Massachusetts] Boston, 1755, manuscript “Bos” with rate of “1.8", on folded letter sheet addressed to
Portsmouth NH, a scarce marking from the Colonial period, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
1048 )
[Massachusetts] Boston, 1772, complete strike of red “Boston” (BPM 67) straight line with “29/FE”
Franklin mark, manuscript rate of “2.16", on folded letter sheet addressed to Weathersfield England; two vertical
file folds, otherwise Very Fine, a scarce marking on a beautiful folded letter sheet.
Estimate $500 - 750
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STAMPLESS: Massachusetts

1049

1050

1049 )
[Massachusetts] Boston, 1790, almost complete “Boston Sept 21" straight line (BPM 132) with manuscript ”12.16" rate on folded letter sheet addressed to Philadelphia, from Bilbao Spain via Boston; three slight
stains, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1050 )
[Massachusetts] Boston, 1792, bold and complete “Boston” straight line (BPM 169) with manuscript
“12" rate and Franklin mark ”21/NO" on folded letter sheet addressed to Newburyport, from Bilbao via Boston, Very
Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1051

1052

1051 )
[Massachusetts] Boston, 1792-1800, two straight lines, first is a complete “Boston” straight line (BPM
188) with Franklin mark “12/MA” and a brown red Philadelphia handstamp on 1800 folded letter sheet with manuscript “20" rate, addressed to Newburyport, the second is a bold complete ”Boston" straight line (BPM 169) with
matching “Paid” straight line and Franklin mark “14/AV”, manuscript “2.20" rate on 1792 folded letter sheet addressed to Berwick ME, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1052 )
[Massachusetts] Boston, 1797, fairly complete “Boston” straight line (BPM 173) with Franklin mark
“30/MA” on outer letter sheet with manuscript “10" rate, addressed to Portsmouth NH; horizontal file fold, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

14
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STAMPLESS: Massachusetts

1053

1054

1053 )
[Massachusetts] Boston, 1797, fairly complete “Boston” straight line (BPM 151) with Franklin mark
“25/IV” on folded letter sheet with manuscript “15" rate, addressed to Hallowell ME; horizontal file fold, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1054 )
[Massachusetts] Boston, 1801-03, three covers which include 1801 folded letter sheet with Boston
c.d.s. (BPM 201) and “17" rate addressed to Wiscasset with John Hancock signature but not the famous John, 1803
outer folded letter sheet with red Boston c.d.s. (BPM 201) with manuscript ”20" rate addressed to Portsmouth and a
1802 folded letter sheet with boston c.d.s. (BPM 201) with manuscript “10" rate to Portsmouth, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1055

1057

1055 )
[Massachusetts] Boston, 1833, red “Boston MS/Aug/14" c.d.s. with manuscript ”12½" rate, addressed
to Sandborton NH, rerated to 25¢, red G.P. Dead Letter Office hand stamp manuscript dated 15 April 1833, early for
this marking, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
1056 )
[Massachusetts] Boston, 37 covers, superb selection with integral 2, 3, 5, 6 and 10 cent rates, also a
scarce 1 cent drop rate, couple of Boston Paid on price lists, nice range of rates and markings, many with contents,
mixed condition, an ideal way to start collecting this city’s stampless covers, F.-V.F. (photo on web site)
Estimate $400 - 600
1057 )
[Massachusetts] Boston, three Boston five star red c.d.s. (BPM202) with two matching “Ship” straight
lines, and one red seven star c.d.s. (BPM 203), two with contents, intriguing lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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STAMPLESS: Massachusetts

1058

1059

1058 )
[Massachusetts] Bridgewater, 1826-49, two stampless folded letter sheets, one to Waterville ME, with
dispatch blue datestamp and matching “5" rate handstamp, datelined Jul. 29, 1849; other from Boston to
Bridgewater with dispatch and receiving postmarks, datelined on May 16, 1826, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
1059 )
[Massachusetts] Bridgewater, five stampless covers, includes red rimless with matching “Way”, red
Bridgewater double circle, and three blue c.d.s., mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1060

1061

1060 )
[Massachusetts] Brookline, 1840s, two covers, one stampless outer folded letter sheet with red double
oval datestamp, and matching PAID/5 handstamp, docketed in 1847; other envelope with black double oval
datestamp, and PAID/3 handstamp, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
1061 )
[Massachusetts] Cambridgeport, five stampless covers, includes red, blue and black double circle
c.d.s., mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1062 )
[Massachusetts] Charlestown, twelve stampless covers, includes red, black and green dotted ovals,
three double circle c.d.s., nine with contents, mixed condition, excellent selection for the price, sit down grab the lot
and enjoy, F.-V.F. (photo on web site)
Estimate $300 - 400
16
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STAMPLESS: Massachusetts

1063

1064

1063 )
[Massachusetts] Chicopee, 1848, red MAY 27/ Chicopee straight line datestamp on stampless folded
letter sheet to Ware MA, Mass, and matching “5" rate handstamp, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
1064 )
[Massachusetts] Cochesett, red rimless c.d.s. on stampless lady’s envelope to Abington MA, with
matching “Paid 3" manuscript rate, delicate embossing on reverse, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1065

1066

1065 )
[Massachusetts] Concord, 1854, straight-line handstamp on stampless folded letter sheet to Portland,
ME, with “Paid 3" manuscript rate, auxiliary marking applied on arrival, indicating that the cover was advertised in
Maine (usual period was two weeks), and 1¢ had to be paid, datelined in Concord on Dec. 30, 1854, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
1066 )
[Massachusetts] Danvers, 1834, red double c.d.s., on stampless folded letter sheet to Sandy Bay MA,
with “6" manuscript rate, and datelined on May 2, 1834, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1067 )
[Massachusetts] Danvers, 1851, black & blue c.d.s. on stampless trans-atlantic envelope to Florence,
Italy, with matching PAID markings & “5" rate handstamps in two colors, British transit & receiving backstamps, full
manuscript letter enclosed, and datelined on Oct. 19, 1851, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
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STAMPLESS: Massachusetts

1068

Ex 1069

1068 )
[Massachusetts] Dedham, 1834-37, two stampless folded letter sheets, one with complete red strike of
double boxed datestamp, and matching FREE straight-line handstamp, indicating it was sent by the postmaster
who had postal privileges, datelined Aug. 26, 1834; other with mostly complete black strike of double boxed
datestamp, adjacent “12½” manuscript rate, and datelined May 7, 1837, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
1069 )
[Massachusetts] Dedham, five stampless covers, includes scarce “Paid 1" drop rate, also ”Paid 3" and
“Paid 5", mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

1070

1071

1070 )
[Massachusetts] Enfield, c. 1828, two covers, one stampless folded letter sheet with rimless datestamp
and manuscript rate, datelined May 17, 1828; other envelope with bold circular datestamp and matching “5" rate
handstamp, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
1071 )
[Massachusetts] Enfield, 1832, red “Bakers Cap” fancy cancel on folded letter sheet to NY, manuscript
“18-3/4" rate, datelined on Jan. 3, 1832, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
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STAMPLESS: Massachusetts

Ex 1072

1073

1072 )
[Massachusetts] Fall River, eight stampless covers, includes two red “Steam”, seven with contents,
mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1073 )
[Massachusetts] Falmouth & Sandwich, 1847, two folded printed matter letter sheets with election results, one with Falmouth red c.d.s. and matching “5" rate handstamp, datelined on Mar. 8, 1847 and containing the
votes of the town; other with Sandwich blue c.d.s. and ”5" manuscript rate, datelined on Feb. 22, 1847 and also containing the votes of the town, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1074

Ex 1075

1074 )
[Massachusetts] Fitchburgh, five stampless covers, with two red matching “Paid” & “5", two red matching ”Paid/3" in circle, and a cover forwarded from New Castle PA to New Brighton PA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1075 )
[Massachusetts] Groton, three stampless covers, including red “Paid” straight line, a ladies embossed
cover and a red fancy “Paid 3" in ribbon, two with contents, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
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STAMPLESS: Massachusetts

1076

1077

1076 )
[Massachusetts] Hardwick, 1838, blue oval datestamp with ornament on stampless folded outer letter
sheet to NY, and “5" manuscript rate, docketed in 1838, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
1077 )
[Massachusetts] Haverhill, 1829, c.d.s. on stampless folded letter sheet with matching “PAID/6" in circle, addressed to Newburgh Port, datelined on Aug. 8, 1829, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1078

1079

1078 )
[Massachusetts] Holmes Hole, 1823-52, three covers, comprising one folded letter sheet to Boston
with red doble c.d.s., “14½” manuscript rate and datelined on Aug. 23, 1823; other folded letter sheet to New Bedford with red c.d.s., “7" manuscript rate and datelined on Nov. 23, 1852, plus outer letter sheet to Boston with black
c.d.s. and ”SHIP" straight line with manuscript “8" rate, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1079 )
[Massachusetts] Ipswich, 1830, red straight line on stampless folded letter sheet to Boston, “Paid G.C.
6" manuscript rate, and datelined on Oct. 25, 1830, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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STAMPLESS: Massachusetts

1080

Ex 1081

1080 )
[Massachusetts] Ipswich, 1850’s, two covers, one stampless folded letter sheet with red c.d.s. and “3/
PAID” fancy rate marking, addressed New Haven and datelined in 1852; other lady’s envelope to Marshall, TX with
black c.d.s. and “PAID/ 3" marking, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
1081 )
[Massachusetts] Lancaster, four stampless covers, includes double circle c.d.s., straight line “Paid”,
“Paid/3" in circle, and a turned cover Lancaster to Sterling, mixed condition, three with contents, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

1082

1083

1082 )
[Massachusetts] Leicester, two covers, one stampless folded letter sheet to Dover, NH with red
datestamp and “12½” manuscript rate, datelined on Feb. 18, 1826; other stampless outer letter sheet to New Haven, CT, with black fancy datestamp and “FREE” marking, indicating that it was sent by the postmaster, who had
postal privileges, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1083 )
[Massachusetts] Long Meadow, 1843, reversed “N”, blue c.d.s., on stampless folded letter sheet with
“10" manuscript rate, and datelined on Jul. 1, 1843, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
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Ex 1084

1085

1084 )
[Massachusetts] Lowell, seven stampless covers with blue integral “3 cts Paid” and blue “5 cts Paid”,
mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
1085 )
[Massachusetts] Lynn, two covers with red straight line, one stampless outer letter sheet with matching
FREE franking handstamp, other stampless letter sheet with matching PAID marking and “12½” manuscript rate,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1086

1087

1086 )
[Massachusetts] Boston, 1799, complete “Boston” straight line (BPM 173) with Franklin mark “5/SE” on
folded letter sheet addressed to Wiscasset, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
1087 )
[Massachusetts] Milton, four stampless covers, includes blue oval, a large red “12½” rate, a large red
“3" rate, mixed condition, two with contents, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1088

1089

1088 )
[Massachusetts] Monson, 1835-36, two stampless folded letter sheets, one to New Orleans with red
“Bakers Cap” fancy cancel, “25" manuscript rate and datelined on Jul. 16, 1836; other to Plainfield CT with black
fancy cancel and datelined on Oct. 29, 1835, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1089 )
[Massachusetts] Nantucket, oval datestamp on stampless folded letter sheet to Boston MA, and with
“12½” manuscript rate, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1090

1091

1090 )
[Massachusetts] Nantucket, 1831, red oval datestamp on stampless folded letter sheet to Charlestown
MA, with matching SHIP straight-line marking and “14½” manuscript rate, datelined on Oct. 17, 1831, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1091 )
[Massachusetts] New Bedford, 1849, red c.d.s. on stampless folded letter sheet with matching SHIP
straight-line handstamp and “7" rate marking, addressed Bangor ME and datelined on Apr. 19, 1849. Letter written
in Cape Horn with interesting content, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1092

Ex 1093

1092 )
[Massachusetts] New Bedford, 1850, blue c.d.s. on stampless folded letter sheet with matching
STEAM straight-line handstamp and “6" manuscript rate, addressed to Fitzwilliam NH and datelined on Jun. 26,
1850, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
1093 )
[Massachusetts] New Bedford, 11 stampless covers, with blue “Ship” & “Five”, large red “10" in circle
rate, red attached rate ”Paid/10", blue integral “3 Paid”, nice range of rates and auxiliary markings, mixed condition,
seven with contents, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

1094

1095

1094 )
[Massachusetts] New Bedford, two covers, one small envelope to Washington with blue dispatch
c.d.s., matching “10" rate handstamp, which is crossed out, redirected and rate increased to ”15", plus red receiving
postmark, other stampless folded letter sheet with red c.d.s., “6" manuscript rate and Newbern NC receiving
datestamp, re-addressed to Milton Park NC and datelined on Jul. 27, 1840, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1095 )
[Massachusetts] New Boston, 1849, blue fancy box cancel, mostly complete (partially penciled in) on
stampless folded letter sheet to Barkhamsted CT, with matching “5" rate boxed handstamp, and datelined on Dec.
11, 1849, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1096

1097

1096 )
[Massachusetts] New Rowley, 1833, red c.d.s. on stampless folded letter sheet with “6" manuscript
rate and addressed to Atkinson NH, docketed on Feb. 18, 1833, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1097 )
[Massachusetts] Newburyport, 12 stampless covers, includes “Newbt MS” c.d.s., nice range of rates
and auxilliary markings, mixed condition, nine with contents, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1098

1099

1098 )
[Massachusetts] New ton Center, 1838-40, two stampless folded letter sheets, one with Newton Centre, Ms straight-line and “Paid 10" manuscript rate, addressed to Mount Vernon RI and datelined on Jan. 15, 1838;
other with c.d.s. and matching PAID straight-line, plus ”23" manuscript rate, addressed College Hill and datelined
Aug. 16, 1840, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1099 )
[Massachusetts] New ton Upper Falls, 1835-39, c.d.s. on two stampless letter sheets, one with “12½”
manuscript rate, datelined on Apr. 27, 1835; other with “10" manuscript rate, datelined on Mar. 20, 1839, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
www.kelleherauctions.com
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1100

1101

1100 )
[Massachusetts] North Amherst, two stampless covers, one folded letter sheet with red c.d.s. and “5"
manuscript rate, addressed to Northampton MA and datelined in 1837; other envelope with black c.d.s. and matching PAID/3 in circle handstamp, addressed Benson VT, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
1101 )
[Massachusetts] [Massachusetts] North Danvers, c. 1855, blue c.d.s. on stampless trans-atlantic
folded letter to Rome, Italy, with matching PAID marking, “21" & ”38" manuscript rates and French paquet c.d.s.,
backstamped Boston & London transits, plus receiving postmark, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

1102

1103

1102 )
[Massachusetts] North Reading MA, three stampless covers, includes green c.d.s. with matching
“Paid” in lozenge, brown c.d.s. with matching “Paid/3" and a forwarded cover from Bangor to Brunswick, mixed condition, one with contents, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
1103 )
[Massachusetts] Northampton, 1812, rimless arc with manuscript “Paid” and “12½” rate, on 1812
folded letter sheet addressed to Boston, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
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Ex 1104

1105

1104 )
[Massachusetts] Northampton, five stampless covers, with a magenta c.d.s., a red and a black “3
Paid” arc, and a folded letter sheet addressed to Captain Mather of the US Mounted Riflemen mixed condition, four
with contents, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
1105 )
[Massachusetts] Pittsfield, five stampless covers, with red, black, blue and brown c.d.s., all five with
contents, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

1106

1107

1106 )
[Massachusetts] Randolph, 1820-25, two stampless folded letter sheets with red rimless half circle
postmarks, one to Charleston SC with datestamp and matching “WAY” marking, manuscript “26" and datelined in
March 1820; other to Monmouth ME with datestamp and datelined on Apr. 9, 1825, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1107 )
[Massachusetts] Roxbury, five stampless covers, with red matching “Paid/3" in circle, a ”paid" straight
line and a black “Paid/3" in circle, two with contents, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1108

1109

1108 )
[Massachusetts] Salem, circa 1790s, straight line postmark on stampless outer letter sheet to Boston
with “1.10" manuscript rate, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1109 )
[Massachusetts] Salem, 1829, c.d.s. on stampless folded letter sheet with matching “SHIP” marking
and “8" manuscript rate, addressed Boston and datelined on Sep. 6, 1829, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1110

1111

1110 )
[Massachusetts] Salem, 1846-47, two stampless folded letter sheets, one with blue c.d.s., matching
“PAID” marking and “5" rate handstamp, addressed Charlestown MA and datelined on Dec. 13, 1847; other with red
c.d.s., matching ”PAID" marking and “5" rate handstamp, addressed New York and datelined on Jan. 24, 1846,
Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
1111 )
[Massachusetts] Saxonville, 1834-49, two stampless folded letter sheets with red double oval postmarks, one addressed New York City and datelined on Mar. 24, 1834; other addressed Lowell MA and datelined on
Jun. 14, 1849, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1112

1113

1112 )
[Massachusetts] Shelburne Falls, 1843-45, two stampless folded letter sheets with straight line postmarks, one with “12½” manuscript rate and datelined on Mar. 24, 1845; other with “10" manuscript rate and datelined on Nov. 20, 1843, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1113 )
[Massachusetts] Sippican, 1859, stampless envelope sent to England, with matching “5" rate
handstamp, backstamped Boston transit & receiving postmarks, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1114

1115

1114 )
[Massachusetts] South Hadley, 1847-48, two stampless envelopes with red c.d.s.’s, one with matching
“X” and docketed on Apr. 18, 1848; other with matching mute marking and docketed on Dec. 29, 1847, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
1115 )
[Massachusetts] South Reading, four stampless covers, with two large blue “Paid 3", ”Free" in lozenge,
three with contents, mixed condition, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1116

1117

1116 )
[Massachusetts] Southampton, 1846, red straight-line on stampless folded letter sheet with “5" manuscript rate, addressed Newington CT and datelined on Feb. 26, 1846, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1117 )
[Massachusetts] Southbridge, red rimless datestamps on two stampless folded letter sheets, one addressed to Bolton MA, with “20" manuscript rate and datelined on Sep. 25, 1826; other to Poughkeepsie NY, with
”18-3/4" manuscript rate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1118

1119

1118 )
[Massachusetts] Southbridge, 1832, fancy “Scallop Shell” postmark on stampless folded letter sheet
to Mendon NY and barely visible “15-3/4" manuscript rate, datelined on Sep. 2, 1832, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1119 )
[Massachusetts] Stow, 1844, red c.d.s. on stampless outer folded letter sheet with matching PAID
marking and “18-1/4" manuscript rate, addressed New York City and docketed in 1844, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1120

Ex 1121

1120 )
[Massachusetts] Taunton, 1829, straight-line datestamp on stampless folded letter sheet with matching PAID and “6" manuscript rate, addressed Freetown MA and datelined on Feb. 19, 1829, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1121 )
[Massachusetts] Taunton, ten stampless covers, includes two types of integral “5 cts”, good array of
rates and auxiliary markings, eight with contents, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1122

1123

1122 )
[Massachusetts] Walpole, 1846-47, two stampless folded letter sheets with red c.d.s.’s, one with “5"
manuscript rate, addressed Sandwich and datelined Mar. 18, 1846; other with ”Free" manuscript inscription, addressed Dorchester MA and datelined on Jun. 5, 1847, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1123 )
[Massachusetts] West Brookfield, four stampless covers, includes manuscript “6 way”, red “5" rate in
oval, and a ”Post Office Business/Free" hand stamp, two with content, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1124

1125

1124 )
[Massachusetts] West Newbury, 1842, straight line postmark with “10" manuscript rate, addressed
Pembroke MA and datelined on Dec. 27, 1842, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1125 )
[Massachusetts] Westhampton, 1844, straight line postmark on stampless folded letter sheet with “25"
manuscript rate, addressed Shiawassee MI and datelined in 1844, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1126

1127

1126 )
[Massachusetts] Westhampton, two stampless covers, one small envelope with blue c.d.s. and matching “PAID/3" in circle handstamp; other folded letter sheet with red c.d.s. and matching ”5" in circle marking, addressed Northampton and datelined on Apr. 7, 1851.
Estimate $100 - 150
1127 )
[Massachusetts] Worcester, eight stampless covers, includes three Worcester ovals and two large
“Paid/3" in circle, one with contents, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 1128

Ex 1129

1128 )
[Massachusetts] Essex County, 40+ covers, with Amesbury, Annisquam, Beverly, Bradford, Danvers,
Danversport, Georgetown, Gloucester, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lynn, Lynnfield, Marblehead, Methuen, Middleton,
New Rowley (S/R 8), North Andover, North Danvers, Salem, Topsfield, West Bradford (S/R 5), and West Newbury,
many with contents, mixed condition, a few embossed ladies covers, great range of rates and markings including
attached rates, don’t let this one get away, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1129 )
[Massachusetts] Hampden County, 25 covers, with Brimfield, Chester Factories (S/R 6), Chicopee,
East Granville, Holyoke, Ludlow, Monson, North Blandford, Palmer with red boxed fancy cancel, Palmer Depot,
Russell, Springfield, Tolland, Thorndike, Westfield, many with contents, a few embossed ladies covers, great range
of rates and markings including attached rates, mixed condition, nice lot to break up for retail, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 1130

Ex 1131

1130 )
[Massachusetts] Middlesex County, 50 covers, with Auburndale, Ashland, Barre, Bedford, Braggvile,
Billerica, Brighton, Cambridge, Cambridgeport, Concord, East Cambridge, Feltonville, Framingham, Littleton,
Newton Lower Falls, Newton Center, Pepperell, Reading, South Natick, Somerville, Shirley Village, South
Framingham, Saxonville, Townsend, Watertown, Wilmington and Woburn, many with contents, great range of
rates and markings including a Woburn straight line, mixed condition, should bring some aggressive bidding,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1131 )
[Massachusetts] Norfolk County, 20 covers, with Canton, Dover, East Weymouth, East Stoughton,
Foxboro, Harrison Square, Medway, North Wrentham, Randolph, Quincy, Stoughton Walpole and a fancy boxed
Wrentham, many with contents, a few embossed ladies covers, mixed condition, great range of rates and markings,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 1132

Ex 1133

1132 )
[Massachusetts] Plymouth County, 21 covers, with Duxbury, East Abbington, East Bridgewater,
Hanover, Hingham, Kingston, Mattapoisett, Middleborough, North Middleboro, North Bridgewater, Plymouth,
South Abington, Wareham, many with contents, a few embossed ladies covers, great range of rates and markings
including attached rates, mixed condition, don’t let this one get away, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1133 )
[Massachusetts] Worcester County, 50+ covers, with Athol, Brookfield, Blackstone, Cordaville,
Clinton, Clappville, Dudley, East Douglass, Grafton, Hubbardston, Milbury, Leicester, Leominster, Millville, New
England Village Oxford, Petersham, Phillipston, Princeton, Royalston, Southbridge, Shrewsbury, Spencer,
Templeton, Uxbridge, Webster and a Worcester straight line, many with contents, mixed condition, a few embossed ladies covers, great range of rates and markings, a great lot for the specialist, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 1134
1134 )
[Massachusetts] Manuscript Postmarks. Interesting group of 13 stampless folded letters and envelope, including items from Barneysville, Berkeley, Freetown, Heath, Hingham, Marlboro, Pepperall, Pocasset,
Princeton, Pittsfield & South Attleboro, mostly with manuscript rates and addressed to east coast states, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
1135 )
[Massachusetts] Stampless Covers. Arranged by county, includes twelve Barnstable, fourteen Berkshire, six Bristol, two Dukes, ten Franklin, thirteen Hampshire, two Nantucket and two Suffolk for a total of sixty one
covers with many better, includes excellent array of rates, “Paids”, auxiliary markings, DPOs, a lot not to be missed
by the stampless aficionado, some condition issues, otherwise F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $600 - 800
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Michigan Territory

1136 )
[Michigan Territory] Mackinac, 1832, light but complete strike red Jul 18 circular datestamp with red
manuscript “18¾” rate on folded letter to Detroit; contents is a chatty 3-page family letter datelined Sault Ste. Marie,
July 8, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

New Hampshire

1137

1138

1137 )
[New Hampshire] Amherst, “Amherst NH/Oct 15" with matching ”Paid" straight line and manuscript
“12½” rate, on outer letter sheet, addressed to New Haven CT, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1138 )
[New Hampshire] Bradford, 1839, “Bradford NH” straight line with manuscript “June 28" and ”free"on
folded letter sheet addressed to Ripley ME, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1139

1140

1139 )
[New Hampshire] Bristol, 1842, boxed “Bristol NH” c.d.s. with manuscript “May 23" and ”6" rate on
folded letter sheet addressed to Concord NH; vertical file fold, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1140 )
[New Hampshire] Chester, red “Chester NH” with manuscript “Aug 16" and ”Paid 6" rate, also matching
“Paid” straight line, on outer letter sheet addressed to Epping NH; vertical file fold, F.-V.F. Estimate $150 - 200

1141

Ex 1142

1141 )
[New Hampshire] Chester, 1821, rimless “Chester NH” with manuscript “Aug 6" and ”25" rate, on 1821
folded letter sheet addressed to Natchez MS, with manuscript “forwarded 10" and rerouted to Woodville MS; light
wear and toning, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1142 )
[New Hampshire] Claremont, four stampless covers, includes two red c.d.s., one with matching “Paid”,
one with matching “5" rate, and two blue c.d.s., one with matching ”Paid" and “X” and one with matching “Paid” and
“5", three with contents, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1143

1144

1143 )
[New Hampshire] Concord, blue “Concord NH/3/Paid” c.d.s. on circular addressed to Hartford Vt, with
red Hartford VT c.d.s. used as a receiver, and forwarded to Quechee Village VT; extensive pencil notations on reverse on the 3 cent circular rate, F.-V.F., scarce 3 ct circular rate.
Estimate $100 - 150
1144 )
[New Hampshire] Concord, 11 stampless covers, includes three red ovals, blue “6" in box, blue ”Concord NH/1/Paid", nice lot for the Concord specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1145

1146

1145 )
[New Hampshire] Coos, red “Coos NH/May/23" c.d.s. with manuscript ”3 Paid" on cover addressed to
Reading VT, with letter about investment in a gold mine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1146 )
[New Hampshire] Dover, nine stampless covers, with red and blue c.d.s. and auxiliary markings, includes blue “3 ct Paid” integral c.d.s., and a blue c.d.s. with matching “Paid” straight line and “5" rate, assessed additional 21¢ addressed to American Consul in Havre France, a blue c.d.s. addressed to Hollister MA and forwarded to
East Longmeadow, mixed condition, excellent group in need of additional research, F.-V.F. Estimate $150 - 200
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Ex 1147

1148

1147 )
[New Hampshire] Durham, two covers: first blue “Durham NH Mar 16" with matching ”Paid" straight line
and “5" rate, on 1850 outer folded letter sheet, addressed to Dover NH, with two vertical file folds, and second blue
”Durham NH May 7" with matching “10" rate, on cover addressed to Cuba NY, edge faults, F.-V.F.
Estimate
$150 - 200
1148 )
[New Hampshire] East Unity, 1834, unlisted manuscript “East Unity/Aug 23" with manuscript ”12½" rate
on folded letter sheet addressed to Dorchester MA, unlisted in ASCC, Post Offices in the US shows a East Unity in
Sullivan County; light edge wear, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1149

1150

1149 )
[New Hampshire] Exeter, 1835-46, two covers, first red “Exeter/Nov 14/NH” straight line with manuscript “6" rate on 1846 folded letter sheet, addressed to Candia NH, the second red ”Exeter/July 28/NH" with manuscript “6" on 1835 outer letter sheet addressed to Pawtucket RI; both with light toning, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1150 )
[New Hampshire] Exeter, seven stampless covers, includes red c.d.s. with last “E” misplaced and out of
line, manuscript “on service”, and a green c.d.s. with matching “Free”, mixed condition, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1151

1152

1151 )
[New Hampshire] Hanover, 1797, straight line “Hanover, NH Mar 1" with matching ”Free" straight line,
on outer folded letter sheet, addressed to Jonathan Freeman Member of Congress Philadelphia; two vertical file
folds, stain at upper left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1152 )
[New Hampshire] Hanover, 1829, red “Hanover NH/May 7" with manuscript ”10" rate, on folded letter
sheet, datelined Montreal, addressed to Middlebury VT; vertical file fold, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1153

1154

1153 )
[New Hampshire] Haverhill, five stampless covers, including red c.d.s. with blue “Paid/3" in circle and
manuscript ”Paid charge box 15", blue c.d.s. with matching “Paid” and “5" rate, mixed condition, three with contents,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1154 )
[New Hampshire] Hollis, two covers, first red “Hollis NH Jny 8" straight line with manuscript ”Paid 5" on
1846 folded letter sheet addressed to New York City, the second red “Hollis NH Nov 10" straight line on embossed
ladies cover, addressed to Pepperell MA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1155

1156

1155 )
[New Hampshire] Keene, 1826, red “Keene NH/July 15" c.d.s. with manuscript ”On Service" and “Adj
Genrl”, “free”, on folded letter sheet addressed to Secretary of War Washington DC, F.-V.F.Estimate $150 - 200
1156 )
[New Hampshire] Keene, five stampless covers, including red c.d.s. with matching “Paid” and “5", blue
c.d.s. with matching ”Paid/3" arc, and two red c.d.s. with matching “X” in circle and “V” in circle, intriguing lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

1157

1158

1157 )
[New Hampshire] Lyme, five stampless covers, four with matching “5" rates, three with contents, mixed
condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
1158 )
[New Hampshire] Nashua, 1842, red Nashua NH c.d.s. with manuscript “free” on folded letter sheet addressed to Bellows Falls VT, with red Brattleboro VT c.d.s. and straight line “Missent”, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1159

1160

1159 )
[New Hampshire] Oxford, four stampless covers, includes two “Free” rates, a blue c.d.s. with matching
“Paid/3", mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
1160 )
[New Hampshire] Plymouth, six stampless covers, with red c.d.s. with inverted “8" in date, blue c.d.s.
with matching ”5" rate, two ladies embossed covers with blue c.d.s. and matching “Paid/3" in circle, mixed condition,
three with contents, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1161

Ex 1162

1161 )
[New Hampshire] Portsmouth, 1800-10, three straight lines, all with contents including 1803 price list
for American produce, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1162 )
[New Hampshire] Portsmouth, 11 stampless including five ovals, includes two green and two red
ovals, red boxed “Forwarded”, eight with contents, mixed condition, nifty little group, F.-V.F. Estimate $200 - 300
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1163

1164

1163 )
[New Hampshire] Sullivan, 1847, blue"Sullivan NH/Jan/16" c.d.s. with matching “Paid” straight line and
“5" rate on folded letter sheet, addressed to Franklin NH, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1164 )
[New Hampshire] Tamworth Iron Works, 1850, manuscript “Tamworth Iron Works/NH Oct 4" and
”Free" on folded letter sheet addressed to Ossipee NH, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

Ex 1165

1166

1165 )
[New Hampshire] Walpole, five stampless covers, including green fancy “Paid” with matching large “5"
rate, a ”Paid/3" in arc, three with contents, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
1166 )
[New Hampshire] White Mountains, 1841, manuscript “White Mountains NH/May 4" (S/R 7) and manuscript ”H. Falyan P.M. Free", addressed to Wiscasset ME, with contents, also enclosed is a typed transcript of the
letter, tough manuscript cancel, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
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Ex 1167

1168

1167 )
[New Hampshire] Stampless Covers, 85+ stampless covers and folded letter sheets, amazing range of
c.d.s., rates and auxiliary markings, includes ladies embossed covers, red Bethlehem with matching large “Paid/3"
in circle, rimless Meredith Village, double oval New London, many with contents, mixed condition, an ideal lot for the
specialist of this historic seaport, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1168 )
[New Hampshire] Two Official Copies of Votes, first with blue double circle with ornaments “Mason
NH/Marc/14" with matching ”Paid" straight line and “5" rate on 1851 printed form addressed to Concord NH, the
second ”Centre Conway NH/Mar/23" with matching “5" rate on 1853 printed form addressed to Concord NH; both
with two file folds, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1169 )
[New Hampshire] Manuscript Town Cancels, nine covers, all with contents, includes Centre Conway,
Drewsville, Hill, Newport, Ossipee, Wakefield, Warren, mixed condition, excellent lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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STAMPLESS: South Carolina - Vermont

South Carolina

1170 )
[South Carolina] Charleston, Henry Cobia Merchants & Co. embossed seal on stampless trans-atlantic envelope to Liverpool, with Charleston integral-rate Aug. 16, 1859 dispatch c.d.s. and matching PAID marking,
manuscript inscription on top reading “per City of Manchester”, adjacent red London transit and receiving
backstamp; small faults from rough opening, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

Vermont

1171

1172

1171 )
[Vermont] Bradford, blue “Bradford VT/Jan/22" c.d.s. with matching negative ”Paid/3" in circle, addressed to Paris MO; paper erosion upper left corner, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1172 )
[Vermont] Bradford, two covers: first is a red “Bradford VT/Feb/28" c.d.s. with matching ”Paid" and “5"
rate on folded letter sheet addressed to Boston MA, and a blue ”Bradford VT/Dec/30" c.d.s. with matching “10" rate
on folded letter sheet addressed to Brooklyn NY, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
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Ex 1173

1174

1173 )
[Vermont] Brattleboro, five stampless covers, includes red rimless c.d.s. with matching “Paid”, red
c.d.s. with matching “5" rate, c.d.s. with matching ”Paid/3" arc, and blue c.d.s. on embossed ladies cover with
matching “Paid/3" in circle, excellent value, should be inspected, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
1174 )
[Vermont] Brookfield, two covers, both folded letter sheets with red no outer rim c.d.s., one with a
matching “5" rate and one with a manuscript ”5" rate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1175

1176

1175 )
[Vermont] Burlington, nine stampless covers, includes red oval and black oval with manuscript rates, a
ladies embossed cover with c.d.s. and matching “5" rate, eight with contents, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1176 )
[Vermont] Castleton, three stampless covers, includes blue c.d.s. with matching “Paid/3" in circle on
over, black c.d.s. with matching ”5" in double circle on cover, and a red c.d.s. with manuscript “6" rate on outer letter
sheet, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
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STAMPLESS: Vermont

1177

1178

1177 )
[Vermont] Chelsea, three stampless covers, with blue c.d.s. with manuscript “5" rate, red c.d.s. with
matching ”Paid" and manuscript “6" rate, and a red c.d.s. with manuscript ”10" rate, all on folded letter sheets,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
1178 )
[Vermont] Hardwick, blue “Hardwick VT/Feb/8" double circle c.d.s. with matching fancy ”Paid 3 Cts"
coin design on cover, addressed to Bradford VT, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1179

Ex 1180

1179 )
[Vermont] Johnson, red c.d.s.’s on 2 ladies embossed envelopes, the first has red “Johnson
VT/Sept/10" in small letters with matching ”Paid" straight line and “5" rate, the second red ”Johnson VT/Jan/21" with
ornaments in c.d.s., different matching “Paid{” straight line and “5" rate, both covers addressed to Whitehall NY,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
1180 )
[Vermont] Middlebury, nine stampless covers, includes blue c.d.s. with matching “Paid” and negative
“3", blue c.d.s. with integral ”Paid", blue c.d.s. with integral “3 Paid” on embossed ladies cover, two covers with large
blue"10" rates, mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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Ex 1181

1182

1181 )
[Vermont] Montpelier, ten stampless covers, excellent range of rates and auxiliary markings, includes
red “Paid” with matching “5", ”Paid" with matching “3", ”Paid/3" in arc, four with contents, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1182 )
[Vermont] Newbury, three stampless covers, includes green c.d.s. with manuscript rate, red c.d.s. with
matching “12½” rate, and red c.d.s. with matching “5" rate, two with contents, mixed condition, F.-V.F. Estimate
$100 - 150

Ex 1183

1184

1183 )
[Vermont] Rutland, seven stampless covers, includes red dotted oval c.d.s., blue c.d.s. with matching
“Paid”, blue c.d.s. with matching “Paid/3" in circle, red c.d.s. with matching ”5" rate, five with contents, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1184 )
[Vermont] Sandgate, 1841, unlisted “Seagate VT” c.d.s. with manuscript “Free Wm E Hawks PM/West
Bennington VT Jany 8" on folded letter sheet, addressed to Racine WT, only listed as manuscript cancel, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1185

Ex 1186

1185 )
[Vermont] Springfield, three covers includes red c.d.s. with matching large “5" rate addressed to Keene
NH, faint red c.d.s. with matching straight line ”Paid 10" addressed to Washington DC, and a c.d.s. with “Paid/3" in
double circle addressed to Bartonsville VT, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
1186 )
[Vermont] St Albans, five stampless covers, includes 1835 c.d.s. with high “T”s, red c.d.s. with matching
“Paid ” and “5" rate, red c.d.s. with matching ”X" and “5" rate, ladies embossed cover with blue c.d.s. and matching
”Paid/3", two with contents, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1187

Ex 1188

1187 )
[Vermont] Thetford, three covers includes two embossed ladies covers, a red straight line “Paid” and a
“Paid/3" in a circle, and a 1834 red c.d.s., attractive lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
1188 )
[Vermont] Vergennes, seven stampless covers, includes forwarded from Vergennes to Addison VT,
blue c.d.s. with matching “Free”, blue c.d.s. with matching “5" rate, red c.d.s. with matching ”5" rate, six with contents, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1189

1190

1189 )
[Vermont] Wallingford, 1844 folded letter sheet with “free” and “A.G. Perry P.M.” rating, addressed to
Wallingford VT, interesting letter on the visit if Daniel Webster and Cassius Clay to the Democratic Whig Convention, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1190 )
[Vermont] Wallingford, 1853, manuscript “Wallingford VT Feb 20" with manuscript ”10" rate on folded
letter sheet addressed to Proctorsville VT, red “Proctorsville VT/Feb/22" c.d.s. used as receiver and rerouted to
Claredon Springs VT and rerated to 20¢, a busy cover, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

1191

1192

1191 )
[Vermont] Weathersfield, “Weathersfield VT/Mar/20" with matching ”Paid" on cover addressed to
Lansingburgh NY, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
1192 )
[Vermont] West Cornwall, manuscript “West Cornwall VT/June 16" with blue ”Paid" in fancy scroll with
matching “3" rate, on cover addressed to Greenwich NY, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
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STAMPLESS: Vermont

1193

1194

1193 )
[Vermont] Windsor, two covers, first with c.d.s. and “V” rate in red addressed to Portsmouth NH, the second with c.d.s. & “V” rate in blue, also addressed to Portsmouth NH, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
1194 )
[Vermont] Woodstock, 1831, red “Woodstock VT” dotted oval postmark with manuscript 26 April" date
and manuscript “18¾ rate on folded letter sheet addressed to New York City, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 1195

Ex 1196

1195 )
[Vermont] Manuscript Town Cancels. 34 covers and folded letter sheets, towns include Berkshire,
Chelsea, Coventry, Irasburgh, Grafton, Granville, Guilhall, Groton, Londonderry, Lower Waterford, North
Ferrisburgh, North Pownal, Peacham, Port Mills, Saxton’s River, Salisbury, Shoreham, Snow’s Store, Sharon,
South Shaftsbury, Sherburn, Strafford, Topsham, Troy, Upper Falls, West Dummerston, Weathersfield, West Halifax, West Topsham, most of the covers have their original contents, a few ladies embossed covers, with retail values up to $100.00 this should be a pleasant surprise for the winning bidder, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1196 )
[Vermont] Stampless Covers. 100+ covers and letter sheets, including a red and a blue Bakersfield,
red, blue and black Barre, red Bellows Falls, red Bethel, Bennington, a black and a red Bradford, Brandon, Centre
Rutland, Chester, Cornwall, Danby, a red and a black Danville, red Derby Line, East Poultney, East Franklin, Hartford, red Highgate with matching boxed “5" rate, Ludlow, Manchester, McIndoes Falls, blue Northfield, Orwell,
Perkinsville, Pittsford, Putney, Quechee Village, red Randolph on ladies embossed cover, Rochester, Royalton, St.
Johnsbury, Two Saxon Rivers, South Strafford, South Royalton, red Wallingford with matching ”Paid" in scroll,
White River Junction, Whiting, Williamstown, and a red beaded Woodstock, mixed condition, with some retail values of $100, this is a unique opportunity, take advantage and bring home a desirable and useful lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Groups and Balances

Ex 1197

Ex 1198

1197 )
Stampless “Free” and “PO Business” Covers, 49 stampless covers, with markings of “Official Business”, “Post Office Department/Official Business”, “Post Office/Business/Free” in truncated box, “P.O. Business
Free” in rimless circle, “Post Office Business/Free” rimless arc, “Post Office Business/Free” in double oval, “P.O.
Business/Free” straight line with ornaments, an excellent lot for the specialist, view it with an eye to breaking it up for
retail, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1198 )
U.S. Express Mail Covers, nine covers includes manuscript from Mobile AL to New York, balance from
New York City or Boston, most are clear strikes, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 1199

1200

1199 )
Stampless Covers, 1820s-50s. Approximately 50 covers in a three-ring binder, including 1823 Hartford
CT to Stockbridge MA with “10" manuscript rate; 1824 Hartford to New Haven CT with ”10" manuscript rate; 1844
New Haven-New York with “10" manuscript rate; 1836 Boston-Morganton NC; two 1840s covers to Providence with
red STEAMBOAT straight-line markings; 1843 Providence-Boston with U.S. Congress embossed seal, plus some
covers with manuscript postmarks. We also noted a 1812 printed greeting to Jonathan Smith who was elected a
Senator, and Warranty Deed issued in 1919, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1200 )
Stampless Hotel Covers, three, first is Boston to Irving House New York and Forwarded to Prattsville
NY, second from Irving House Washington DC to Weld ME, and lastly Irving House Washington DC to Hardwick
ME, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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STAMPLESS: Misc. Including Ephemera

1201 )
Stampless Turned Covers, four, includes Wiscasset on Brunswick ME, Norwalk CT to New Haven CT,
Pittsfield MA to Topsfield MA and Upton MA to Portland ME with mended tear, great group for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

Misc. Including Ephemera

1202
1202

1203

1773, 18 pence (1’6 pence) Hall and Seller Continental Currency from Pennsylvania, dated
10/1/1773 hand signed and numbered. Approximate size 2+ x 3+" with fold line, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1203 )
1801, Import Receipt Signed by T. Melville, Member of the Boston Tea Party, lovely document
signed by J.Jackson as supervisor of customs house and by T. Melville who participated in the Boston Tea Party
and is the brother of Herman Melville, included is a 1849 letter requesting the autograph of David Kennedy, the last
survivor of the Boston Tea Party, historic pair, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1204

1205

1204

1826-28, Term Bills for Bowdoin College and Brown University, two detailed bills with their original
stampless cover, Bowdoin bill has interesting manuscript “By a law of College the students are forbidden to obtain
credit at any shop tavern be in Brunswick without the consent of the President”, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1205

1834, Appointment of Postmaster for Scotland MA, with original stampless cover, appointment of
George Chipman, signed by W.T. Barry P.M.G., taped to manila folder, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

1206

1207

1206

1860, Reward Broadside for Stolen Horse & Buggy, nice broadside for return of stolen horse and
buggy from New Haven CT, offered by Porter Cook, very unusual for a East Coast wanted broadside, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

1207

1866, Kentucky State Lottery Handout, two color, four pages, touting the honesty and integrity of the
state lottery, explains prizes and costs of tickets, great lot for the ephemera dealer; edge flaws and small tear at fold,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
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STAMPLESS: Forwarders Covers

Forwarders Covers

1208

1209

1208 )
American Mail Forwarder Stampless Covers, two different covers, first with red American Mail in circle
addressed to Providence RI, second with American Mail straight line with fancy “Paid” addressed to Boston, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1209 )
Boston Forwarder Stampless Covers, three different, includes Harden & Co, T.W. Ward, and Barnard
Adams, all three addressed to London, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1210

1211

1210 )
Hale & Company Forwarders Covers, 8 covers, all with boxed “Collect Six Cents for Hale & Co”, includes illustrated shipping invoice from Haverhill MA, excellent forwarders lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1211 )
Hardens Letter Office Forwarder Boston, stampless cover with red oval “Forwarded From/Hardens/Package Express & Foreign/Letter Office/No 8 Court St Boston”, on 1843 folded letter sheet from Trinidad de
Cuba, addressed to London; mended along split from file fold, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1212

1213

1212 )
Judson Andrews Forwarder Boston, two stampless covers, first with “Forwarded By/Judson Andrews/Boston” in oval with ornaments on outer folded letter sheet, the second with same forwarder marking, on
folded letter sheet datelined Mobile AL 1846, addressed to London, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1213 )
Moses Taylor Forwarder New York, stampless cover with red oval on reverse “Forwarded By/Moses
Taylor/New York”, datelined Matanzas Cuba, forwarded from New York to Boston, F.-V.F. Estimate $200 - 300

1214

1215

1214 )
Forwarder Covers, two stampless covers with same addressee, with red oval American Letter Mail
Company of Boston and red circle American Mail CO of Philadelphia, both letters addressed to Boston; both with a
horizontal file fold, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1215 )
Forwarder Covers, two stampless covers, first with red Gilmans Express oval, addressed to Boston, the
second red boxed Jerome & Co Express, datelined Charlestown and addressed to Bangor ME, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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POSTAL HISTORY BY TOPIC: Western Express Covers

Postal History by Topic
Western Express Covers

1216

1217

1216 )
Central Overland California & Pike’s Peak Express Co./St. Joseph, mostly clear Nov 13 oval on small
cover to “Denver City, Idaho, Pikes Peak”, franked with 3¢ brownish carmine (26) tied by St. Joseph circular
datestamp, Nov 10, 1860, repaired at top (flap missing), otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1217 )
Hinckley & Co.’s Express, printed type 2 frank on 3¢ star die entire (U26) to Algona, Iowa, canceled
clear green St. Josph circular datestamp, Feb 18; “improved” at upper left to minimize rough opening, which affects
the frank somewhat, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1218 )
Hinckley & Co.’s Express/Denver City, Oct 18, 1860 circular datestamp on 3¢ red entire (U5) to Milwaukee, Wis. with printed frank type 1, clear St. Joseph circular datestamp, Oct 23, at lower left with matching grid
canceling the indicia; light abrasions at top, slightly affecting Hinckley’s postmark, light stain at lower left and
trimmed rough opening at left just touches frank, Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Railroad Covers

1219 )
Rail Road Car, two straight line covers, first is a red strike with Springfield MA c.d.s. and addressed to
Hartford CT, the second datelined North Beckett and addressed to Ravenna OH; both with vertical file fold, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1220
1220 )
Railroad Stampless Covers, 22, includes Boston & Maine RR, Boston & Albany RR, Northern R.R.,
Norwich & Worcester R.R. Albany & Buffalo R.R., Eastern R.R., Northern R.R., Hudson River Mail, Philadelphia
Railroad, Baltimore Railroad, Montreal & Rouses Pt. Railway, Charlotte & N.C. R.R., Boston & Fitchburg R.R.,
N.Haven & Greenfield R.R., and N.Y. and New Haven R.R., generally full strikes, exciting opportunity for the
specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 1221
1221 )
Railroad Covers, 4, includes N.H. & Bellows Falls R.R., Sullivan and Pesumic R.R., Boston & Cape Cod
R.R., and an indistinct N.Y. railroad c.d.s., a nice addition to someone’s collection, F.-V.F. Estimate $200 - 300
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POSTAL HISTORY BY TOPIC: Inland Waterway Covers

Inland Waterway Covers

1222 )
Steamer Belle Creole, light strike red oval on 1851 folded letter from Grand Gulf to New Orleans, postmarked red Mar 13 New Orleans circular datestamp and matching “Steam/10” in double-line circle, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

1223 )
Ouachita River Packet Idahoe, clearly struck oval on 3¢ Nesbitt entire to New Orleans; slight damp
stains, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1224 )
Long Island Sound Steamer, red oval “Steamer/5/” on 1847 stampless folded letter sheet addressed to
Boston MA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1225 )
Steamer Oregon, red oval “Steamer/5/Oregon” on outer folded letter sheet addressed to North Kingston
RI; a few tiny mends, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1226 )
New Orleans, Alexandria & Natchitoches Packet P. Dalmau, mostly complete blue oval on 1852
folded letter from Alexandria, La. to New Orleans postmarked red margins all around 26 New Orleans circular
datestamp; sealed tear at top not affecting markings, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

1227 )
From Steamer Storm, fair strike red oval on 1853 folded letter from Camden, Ark. to New Orleans with
similarly struck New Orleans circular datestamp, manuscript “Paid 3” and handstamped “WAY” & “5”, fresh and
Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
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POSTAL HISTORY BY TOPIC: Maritime Mail

Maritime Mail
1228 )
Boston British Packet Covers, ten stampless covers via Boston, includes seven addressed to Boston,
one to Brooklyn, one to Wiscasset ME, and one addressed to London, forwarded to Paris, franked with two Great
Britain #26, should be worth far more than our estimate, inspection is a go, F.-V.F. (photo on web site)
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 1229

Ex 1230

1229 )
Boston Ship Covers, two, includes Boston c.d.s. (BPM 201) with straight line “Ship” and manuscript “12"
rate on outer folded letter sheet addressed to Portsmouth NH, and a Boston c.d.s. (BPM 201) with straight line
”Ship" and manuscript “12" rate on 1801 folded letter sheet addressed to Newburyport, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1230 )
Boston Ship Covers, seven stampless covers, includes ship from Dover to Portsmouth and back to Dover (BPM 205), ship cover from Matanzas Cuba (BPM 211), ship cover from St Croix Canada (BPM 211), and one
from Pictou NB (BPM215), also includes red c.d.s. (BPM206), and a red c.d.s. (BPM 207), mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 1231
1231 )
Boston Ship Covers, six “Ship 7” rate stampless covers, includes four red and two black “7", with four
from Halifax Canada, one from London, one from Palermo, all with contents, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1232

Ex 1233

1232 )
Boston “Steam” Covers, two: black “Steam” from Halifax to New York, and a black steam from St John
NB to New York, both with contents; both with vertical file folds, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
1233 )
Packet Mail from Britain to the U.S., 1850s-60s, eleven covers, including 1853 folded letter dispatched
in Lombard Street post office, London, and addressed to Kingston MA; 1854 folded letter cover to Wiscasset ME;
1856 folded letter to Boston with Manchester dispatch c.d.s. with matching “5/ CENTS” rate marking & 1858 U.S. 3¢
Nesbitt envelope posted on board of a British packet, and addressed Wiscasset ME via New York City, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1234

1235

1234 )
Ship Mail from Cuba to the U.S., 1820s-50s, six stampless covers addressed Boston MA, Portland ME
& New York City, including 1835 stampless folded letter (pricelist of commodities) with red SHIP/ 6 fancy marking,
datelined in Matanzas; 1851 folded letter with steamship rate handstamp, datelined in Cardenas; 1851 folded letter
with black SHIP/6 handstamp, datelined in Havana; other envelope to Lincoln MA with interesting blue Trinidad de
Cuba Fritze & Co. c.d.s. on reverse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1235 )
Ship Mail from Cuba to the U.S., 1850-51, three stampless folded letters, including one to Boston with
STEAM/ SHIP handstamp and matching “12½” rate marking, datelined Mar. 11, 1850; other to Portland with
STEAM/ SHIP handstamp and matching “12½” rate marking, datelined Aug. 18, 1850; other to Portland with
“Steamship/ 12½¢” rate marking, datelined Jan. 30, 1851, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1236

1237

1236 )
Ship Mail from New Bedford MA, stampless folded letter cover to Philadelphia, with red c.d.s. and
matching SHIP marking, originally with “22" manuscript rate and changed to ”42", which was the standard rate in effect in 1821; other stampless folded letter cover to New York, with red c.d.s. and matching SHIP marking, plus “7"
rate handstamp and docketed in 1847, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1237 )
Ship Mail from New York, 1837, stampless folded letter to New Haven CT, with blue STEAM-BOAT
handstamp, and datelined on Jul. 10, 1837, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1238

1239

1238 )
Ship Mail from Peru to the U.S., 1850s, three stampless covers to Wiscasset ME, one from Callao, and
two from Chincha Islands which were well-known for their extensive guano deposits. Each with “STEAMSHIP/ 20"
rate circular handstamp, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1239 )
Ship Mail from Peru to the U.S. via Panama, 1867, stampless folded printed matter letter sheet with
“PANAMA/ 3 AUG/ TRANSIT” datestamp and “6" rate marking, interesting contents related to the arrivals and departures of vessels from Callao, Peru in the Jul. 14 to Jul. 28, 1867 period, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1240

1241

1240 )
Ship Mail from Portsmouth NH, two stampless folded letter covers to Portsmouth NH, and forwarded to
Dover NH, one with “PORTSMOUTH NH/ MAY 22" two-line handstamp, red Salem c.d.s. with matching SHIP
marking and ”12" rate which is crossed out, docketed in 1806; other with “PORTSMOUTH NH/APRIL 15" two-line
handstamp, Newburyport c.d.s. with matching SHIP marking and ”10" rate which is crossed out, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1241 )
Ship Mail from Salem MA, three stampless covers, each with dispatch red c.d.s. and matching SHIP
marking, one folded letter cover addressed Plymouth MA with “22" manuscript rate, docketed in 1822; other folded
letter cover Portsmouth NH with ”32" manuscript rate, docketed in 1807; other envelope to Richfield Springs NY,
and with “7" rate handstamp, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 1242

1243

1242 )
Ship Mail from San Francisco to the East Coast via Panama, 1850s, five stampless covers in the care
of Captain Barker A. Neal, addressed to Wiscasset ME and transported by the SS Adrian, including one with San
Francisco integral-rate datestamp and matching PAID marking; other with San Francisco c.d.s. and matching “10"
rate marking; plus three covers with ”STEAM/ SHIP" handstamps. An interesting group of covers that reached the
west coast of the U.S. via the Panama route, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1243 )
Ship Mail to New York, three stampless covers, including folded letter with integral-rate c.d.s. in black
and datelined on Jul. 24, 1851 in Ponce, Puerto Rico; trans-atlantic folded letter cover with New York/ Ship c.d.s. in
red, and datelined on Oct. 23, 1837 in Manchester; envelope with integral-rate c.d.s. in red, and addressed to
Wiscasset ME, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

Ex 1244
1244 )
Ship Mail to the U.S., four stampless covers, including folded letter sheet with steamship rate circular
handstamp, sent in 1854 from Cuba to Portland, ME; other folded letter cover from Veracruz, Mexico to NY with red
“Camcuston, Fischer & Co.” oval handstamp, and integral-rate c.d.s. applied on receiving; envelope with steamship rate circular handstamp that was crossed out, and changed using a “20" rate marking, addressed to
Mattapoisett MA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
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Ex 1245

1246

1245 )
Ship Mail mostly to the U.S., 1820s-60s, group of twenty stampless covers, including 1828 folded letter
London to New Jersey with red New York receiving and SHIP marking; four folded letters with “PAID AT/
LIVERPOOL” boxed datestamps and dispatched in the 1840s; 1842 folded letter England to Lexington VA with
Boston ship datestamp; 1854 envelope to Liverpool with blue Wiscassett dispatch c.d.s., matching “24" in a circle
and PAID straight-line, plus red receiving postmark; 1861 folded letter from Liverpool to NY via Screw Steamer with
”24" rate, plus 3¢ marking, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1246 )
Ship Mail to the U.S., two stampless covers, the first datelined Clifton, with red “29" rate, red Boston transit with manuscript ”per Mail Steamer via Liverpool and addressed to New York, second with red “20" addressed to
Athens GA via Boston, both with contents, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

1247

Ex 1248

1247 )
Ship Mail to the U.S., 1844-54, five folded letters: two 1844 from Havana via Charleston, S.C., each with
red Charleston circular datestamp, “SHIP” handstamp and manuscript rates; two from Pernambuco, Brazil via Philadelphia: 1844 with red Philadelphia circular datestamp, “SHIP” handstamp and manuscript rate, 1854 with black
Philadelphia circular datestamp, “SHIP” & “7” in circle handstamps; and 1851 from Bahia, Brazil via New Orleans
with red New Orleans circular datestamp and handstamped “SHIP” & “SHIP/7”, Very Fine. Estimate $200 - 300
1248 )
Ship Mail, “ship 6" rate markings, four stampless covers, including small envelope to Duxbury MA with
SHIP straight-line marking and matching ”6" rate handstamp, plus Boston dispatch c.d.s.; 1822 trans-atlantic
folded letter from Antwerp, Belgium to Boston with “SHIP/6" fancy handstamp, and with contents including prices on
coffee, tea and sugar; 1807 folded letter to New Bedford with red SHIP straight-line and matching ”6" rate
handstamp; 1864 faulty folded letter from Mayaguez, Puerto Rico to Portland via Newburyport, SHIP straight-line
and matching “6" rate, datelined in 1864, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 250
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1249

1250

1249 )
Steam Boat, two stampless folded letters with red straight-line postmarks, one from New York to Boston
with “18-3/4" manuscript rate, docketed Jul. 14, 1834; other from Baltimore to Philadelphia with ”12½" manuscript
rate, datelined Oct. 11, 1825, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1250 )
Steam-Boat, two Providence RI red straight lines both with matching c.d.s., on folded lettersheets to
Boston and Bridgewater, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

2351

1252

1251 )
Steam-Boat, red New York postmark with matching “18¾” rate, on 1838 folded letter sheet addressed to
Boston; vertical file fold, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1252 )
Trans-Atlantic Mail from Britain to the U.S. via Marseille, 1852, stampless folded letter cover with Maltese cross datestamp “L.S./ 17.DEC.17/1852", corresponding to the Lombard street post office in London, adjacent
”19/ CENTS" & “24" rate handstamps, and blue Marseilles oval applied by the forwarding agents, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1253

1254

1253 )
Trans-Atlantic Mail from Hamburg to New York City, 1862-63, two stampless covers, each with red
HAMBURG PAID datestamp & New York receiving postmark, plus matching “10" rate marking. Both with ”6"manuscript accountancy inscriptions, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
1254 )
Trans-Atlantic Mail from Prussia to the U.S., three stampless covers, including 1867 folded letter to
NY, with Aachen integral-rate datestamp, Coeln postmark and British packet c.d.s.; other envelope to Norwich CT,
with Aachen integral-rate datestamp, Heidelberg transit & Boston integral-rate c.d.s.; other envelope to Philadelphia, with red Aachen integral-rate c.d.s. and Boston integral-rate receiving c.d.s.; latter cover with part missing,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

Advertising/Illustrated Covers

1255

1256

1255 )
[Animal] Bethel ME, Major Lovejoy’s Kennel, 3¢ (207) tied by cork killer with Bethel ME c.d.s., on illustrated ad cover for sporting & hunting dogs, addressed to Portland ME, attractive cover, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1256 )
[Bank] Worthington MN, Minnesota Loan & Investment Co, 1¢ (206) tied by target cancel with 1887
Worthington MN c.d.s. to a gorgeous allover scenic ad cover, addressed to NY; couple of small mends, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1257

1258

1257 )
[Black Related] Philadelphia PA, Dobbins Electric Soap, 3¢ (158) tied by Philadelphia PA duplex, to
illustrated ad cover showing a black maid doing the laundry, addressed to Meriden CT, F.-V.F.; 2013 PF certificate.
Estimate $250 - 350
1258 )
[Carriage] Anchor Buggy Company, fancy illustration on the reverse of a card from Cincinnati to Indiana, Very Fine, ex-Biddle.
Estimate $200 - 300

1259

1260

1259 )
[Dry Goods] L.M. Bates & Co., N.Y., unusual blue on gold advert on the reverse of a card (UX5) from
New York City to upstate New York, Very Fine, ex Biddle.
Estimate $100 - 150
1260 )
(Farming) Aultman & Taylor Starving Rooster, large multicolor illustration captioned “Fattened on an
Aultman & Taylor Straw Stack” on 2¢ Washington entire (U386) canceled Mansfield, O. machine cancel, Dec 30,
1905, Very Fine, a marvelous example of this classic image.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1261

1262

1261 )
[Fashion] New York City, Demorest Monthly Magazine, 2¢ (146) tied by circle of wedges cancel to illustrated ad cover, addressed to Montpelier VT, F.-V.F.; 2013 PF certificate.
Estimate $250 - 350
1262 )
[Fashion] New York City, Demorest’s Mirror of Fashions, 3¢ (65) tied by segmented cork and New
York c.d.s., on illustrated ladies ad cover, addressed to Johnson VT, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

1263

1264

1263 )
[Fire Engines] Seneca Falls NY, Cow ing & Co, 3¢ (26) tied by circle grid with “Seneca Falls
NY/Mar/28/1861"c.d.s. on illustrated ad cover, addressed to Logansport IN; ink docketing at left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
1264 )
[Furniture] Ellicotts Mills MD, Wm Fort’s House Furnishing Rooms, 3¢ (11) tied by “Ellicotts Mills
MD/Jun/11" (S/R 4) to illustrated ad cover, addressed to Philadelphia PA, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1265 )
[Government] City of Chicago / General Superintendent of Police, 1873, 3¢ green (158) tied by blue
Chicago IL Box of Squares fancy cancel on illustrated ad cover, addressed to San Francisco CA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1266

1267

1266 )
[Gun & Powder] New York City, Maitby, Curtiss & Co, 3¢ (130) tied by 1882 New York duplex on illustrated ad cover of a derringer, addressed to Watertown CT, F.-V.F.; 2013 PF certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300
1267 )
[Hand Drawn] Dove and Birthday Wishes, in German, marvelous pen and ink design on the reverse of
an 1878 card to Detroit, Mich., Very Fine. Scott UX5.
Estimate $150 - 200

1268

1269

1268 )
[Hand Drawn] Lady in a Rocking Chair, sketched in pencil on the reverse of a card used in 1896 to and
from Ohio. Most unusual, F.-V.F., ex-Fricke. Scott UX12.
Estimate $75 - 100
1269 )
[Hand Drawn] “Poor Joe is Dead”, showing the “funeral pirouette” of a pet chicken, who “died last
night”, on the reverse of a card from Boston to Cambridge, Mass. Most unusual, F.-V.F. Scott UX5.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1270

1271

1270 )
[Handstamps] H.B. Bond, Baird’s Mills, Tenn., neatly printed and illustrated ad in red on the reverse of
a card from Holloway, Tenn. to Baton Rouge, La. Unusual, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
1271 )
[Home Products] Boston MA, E & F King & Company Patent Envelope, 3¢ (65) tied by Boston MA
c.d.s. on allover ad patent envelope, addressed to Ware MA, envelope manufactured by Wm. Murphy New York,
very early patent envelope, scarce, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

1272

1273

1272 )
[Hotel] Franconia Notch NH, Profile House, 3¢ (158) tied by Profile House NH c.d.s. on allover green
scenic ad cover, addressed to Barrington Center IL, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1273 )
[Hotel] Lockport NY, Taylor Hotel, 3¢ (94) tied by segmented cork with New York duplex on illustrated
ad cover, addressed to Hickory Corners NY, forwarded to Troy MI with Lockport c.d.s. and solid star, Very Fine;
2013 PF certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1274

1275

1274 )
[Insurance] Lowville NY, Hartford Insurance Co, 3¢ (65) tied by “Lowville NY/Feb/7/1868" c.d.s. on
allover ad cover addressed to Purvis NY, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1275 )
[Machinery] Putnam Machine Company, Fitchburg, Mass., allover advert with illustration of a factory,
on cover to Albany, New York, franked with 3¢ Bank Note, F.-V.F.
Estimate $75 - 100

1276

1277

1276 )
[Manufacturer] Blickenderfer Manufacturing Co., with blue illustration of two typewriters on the reverse and text in Portuguese, Rio de Janeiro receiving postmark, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
1277 )
[Manufacturer] Chloro-Ferrine, 1¢ (247) tied by dumb oval to allover ad cover, addressed to Fort
Wayne IN, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1278 )
[Minstrels] I.W. Baird’s Mammoth Minstrels, 2¢ (210) cancelled by 1884 cork killer on illustrated ad
cover with additional advertising on reverse, addressed to Randolph MA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1279

1280

1279 )
[Music] Juvenile Concert and Grand Tableaux, multicolor advert as contents of an 1870 cover to
Cleveland, Oh., franked with 3¢ Bank Note (147), with U.S. Internal Revenue corner card. Unusual and attractive,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $50 - 75
1280 )
[Paint] Gibsboro NJ, John Lucas & Co, 3¢ (65) tied by “Phila PA/Mar/24" c.d.s. to allover illustrated ad
cover, addressed to New Holland PA, F.-V.F.; 2013 PF certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300

1281

1282

1281 )
[Phonography] Abington MA, Fowlers and Wells Publishers of Phonography Works, 3¢ (11a) tied
by circle grid with “Abington MA/Oct/5" c.d.s. on allover ad cover, addressed to Bridgewater MA, F.-V.F.; 2012 PF
certificate.
Estimate $300 - 400
1282 )
[Phonography] Cincinnati OH, Longley Brothers Phonetic Publishers, 3¢ (11a) tied by indistinct
c.d.s. to allover ad cover with additional advertising on backflap, addressed to OH, with original contents; edge
flaws, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1283 )
[Printing & Publishing] Boston MA, Prang’s American Chromos, 3¢ (65) tied by circle of wedges
cancel with indistinct MA c.d.s. on illustrated ad cover with additional advertising on reverse, addressed to Bellevue
IA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1284

1285

1284 )
[Printing & Publishing] Henry C. Bowen, Publisher of the Independent, printed advert on the reverse
of a card to Connecticut, advertizing his engraving of “Abraham Lincoln signing the Emancipation Proclamation”,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $75 - 100
1285 )
[Printing & Publishing] Toledo OH, The B.F. Wade Printing Co, 2¢ (319) tied by 1904 Toledo OH machine cancel to multicolor illustrated ad cover with additional illustrations on reverse, addressed to Toledo OH, very
attractive, Very Fine; 2013 PF certificate.
Estimate $250 - 350

1286

1287

1286 )
[Railroad] Charleston SC, Wm. M. Bird & Co, 3¢ (158) tied by cancel on locomotive illustrated ad cover,
addressed to Abbeville SC, with enclosure; mended twice at top, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1287 )
[Railroad] Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore Railroad Company, 3¢ (11a) tied by blue Port Deposit MD c.d.s. to a cover addressed to Northfield MA, F.-V.F.; 2013 PF certificate.
Estimate $300 - 400

1288 )
[Railroad] Toledo OH, H. Arms & Co Palace Horse Car, 2¢ (210) tied by 1887 Toledo OH duplex on illustrated ad cover, addressed to Springboro PA, Very Fine; 2013 PF certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1289

1290

1289 )
[Religious] 1876 Children’s Centennial Offering, multicolor illustrated receipt for a $25 contribution on
the reverse of a card used in 1876 to Pennsylvania. A very early use of color, Very Fine. Scott UX5.
Estimate $75 - 100
1290 )
[Shorthand] Group of 7 cards, all with different kinds of shorthand messages on back, domestic usages, unusual, F.-V.F., ex-Fricke.
Estimate $150 - 200

1291

1292

1291 )
[Stamp Collar] New York City, F. & L. Many & Marshall, 3¢ (114) tied by segmented cork with New
York c.d.s. on allover ad cover addressed to New Haven CT, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1292 )
[Telegraph] Four Telegraph Covers, includes Vermont & Boston, Philada, Reading & Pottsville Telegraph, and two American Telegraph Co. covers, one embossed and one printed, mixed condition, desirable group,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1293 )
[Telegraph] Huron OH, Western Union Telegraph, 3¢ (11A) tied by Huron OH c.d.s. to illustrated ad
cover, addressed to Salisbury Center NY; cover missing rear left panel, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1294 )
[Temperance] Boston MA, “The State That Gives This Boom…”, 3¢ (11a) tied by large Paid in grid,
with red Boston MA c.d.s. on printed temperance ad cover supporting Maine’s liquor laws, addressed to New Bedford MA, Very Fine; 2014 PF certificate.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1295 )
Advertising Cover Collection. Forty seven covers, three are from Canada, includes multicolored 1934
Village Blacksmith, 1903 ladder company with horse drawn fire engine and allover illustrations on reverse, 1936
allover bath necessities illustrations on reverse, 1918 Beadleston and Woerz brewers and bottlers with additional illustrations on reverse, quite a few more illustrated, nice lot for the ad cover dealer, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site)
Estimate $200 - 300

Fancy Cancels
1296 )
Fancy Cancel Group. Five covers with fancy cancels that includes South Yarmouth MA blue six point
star (Skinner Eno ST-6P 19), Grantville MA boxed “Paid” (Skinner Eno PM-PF 13), Selma AL negative “US”, Campbell VA large “US” and New York domestic Geometric, excellent lot for the dealer or specialist, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site)
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 1297

Ex 1298

1297 )
New York Domestic Fancy Cancels. Eleven covers, with fancy crossroads, elaborate geometrics, four
box square, four fence posts, a couple of corner ads, mixed condition, nice range of cancels for the specialist,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1298 )
Waterbury CT Fancy Cancels. Eight covers, includes two targets, large “W”, three radial geometrics,
two leaves, and a large “C”, mixed condition, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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Valentine Covers

1299

1300

1299 )
1848, Valentine & envelope, paper lace Valentine hand carried to Martha Ham in Portsmouth NH, dated
hand written poem, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
The Valentine card industry started in the U.S. in 1847 in Worcester MA, antebellum valentines are rare to find,
especially this nice.
1300 )
1848, Valentine & cover, paper embossed Valentine hand mailed to Martha Ham in Portsmouth NH,
with red straight line “Paid”, dated hand written poem, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

1301

1302

1301 )
1849, Valentine & envelope, paper embossed Valentine with hand painted bouquet of flowers, hand
carried to Martha Stevens in Portsmouth NH, dated hand written poem, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
1302 )
1849, Valentine & envelope, paper Valentine with hand painted borders, hand carried to Martha
Stevens in Portsmouth NH, dated hand written poem, sealed with delightful multicolored crane seal with “I am
alone”, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1303

1304

1303 )
1849, Valentine & cover, embossed paper Valentine with embossed envelope, mailed to Ellen in
Portsmouth NH with blue straight line “Paid”, dated hand written poem, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
1304 )
1849, Valentine & envelope, paper Valentine with hand painted bouquet, embossed envelope, mailed
to Martha Ham in Portsmouth NH, dated hand written poem, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

1305

1306

1305 )
1850, miniature Valentine & envelope, incredible miniature paper Valentine 2¼" by 4", hand carried to
Kate Cliffonds in Portsmouth NH, dated hand written poem “Valentine from a Jilted Suitor”, superb piece, the center
piece of any Valentine collection, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
1306 )
1850, Valentine & cover, dainty embossed paper Valentine, mailed to Martha Ham in Portsmouth NH,
cover with blue Newburyport c.d.s., matching “Paid” straight line and “5" rate, dated hand written poem, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
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Ex 1307
1307 )
c. 1850, Valentine poems, three, includes “Family Broils”, “Ode to Carline” and a 1850 dated poem on
paper lace with a small tear at fold, interesting addition to your Valentine collection, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1308 )
Valentine Embossed Envelopes. Attractive array of Valentine envelopes, one with 26 and one 65 tied
to them, the balance all Bank Notes, mixed condition, but with some beautiful examples, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1309 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), full margins except just in at top, neatly pen canceled on buff envelope to Rome,
Tenn., postmarked clear red Apr 23 Lebanon circular datestamp; cover with light vertical crease to left of stamp,
F.-V.F.; 2008 PF certificate.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
The Alexander Census records no 1847 covers of either denomination from Lebanon, which received 400 5¢
and 100 10¢ stamps.

1310 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), somewhat small, evenly balanced margins, tied by red grid on 1849 folded letter
(Savannah Republican Prices Current) to Nantes, postmarked Dec 14 Savannah circular datestamp with matching
“PAID” and “5” in double-lined circle; endorsed “per Liverpool Steamer at Boston” and “Chge 69” with England/Calais entry circular datestamp, red boxed “Colonies &c Art. 13” and black handstamped “15” (decimes due),
backstamped Liverpool (31 Dec) and Nantes receiver (2 Jan)., Extremely Fine, 12/14/49 in the Alexander Census;
1980 PF certificate.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1311 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), exceptionally large margins with partial sheet margin at top and a stitch watermark, tiny tear lower right corner; tied by red grid on 1850 folded letter to Nantes, postmarked Oct 12 New-York
Ocean Mail circular datestamp (month slug is incorrect as letter is datelined Nov 9), endorsed “per Liverpool
Steamer at Boston” with red England/Calais entry circular datestamp, boxed “Colonies &c Art. 13” and black
handstamped “15” (decimes due), three backstamps including Liverpool transit (25 Nov) and Nantes receiver (27
Nov., Very Fine, 10/12/50 in the Alexander Census; signed Ashbrook noting the stitch watermark with 1986 PF
certificate.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1312 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), three large margins, badly cut in at left, just tied by red grid on 1849 folded letter
to New London, Ct., used in combination with a New York U.S. City Despatch Post 1¢ black on rose (6LB9), four
margins, pen canceled (not tied), light stain; cover marked manuscript “Paid” and postmarked red May 1 New York
circular datestamp, Fine, 05/01/49 in the Alexander Census; 1992 PF certificate.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1313 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), two singles, one with four nice margins, the other with three; placed in opposite
top corners and neatly pen canceled on 1850 folded letter to Erie, N.Y., postmarked centrally with a blue “WASH.N
G.A circular datestamp with manuscript “Oct 31” date; each stamp with a faint pre-use vertical crease along the left
frame line, cover with some ink erosion affecting the address and causing some vertical splitting, nonetheless exceptionally fresh and attractive, 10/31/50 in the Alexander Census.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Washington received 800 5¢ stamps and 150 10¢. This is the earliest of only three recorded 5¢ covers (no 10¢
covers have been recorded).

1314 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), horizontal pair, close or just in all around, canceled red grids on 1848 folded letter to Providence, R.I., pair tied by matching Mar 12 Charleston circular datestamp with integral “10” rate, F.-V.F.,
03/12/48 in the Alexander Census.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1315

1316

1315 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), 3+ margins (just in at top), tied by red grids on small envelope to Philadelphia,
postmarked matching Dec 31 New Orleans circular datestamp, F.-V.F., 12/31/xx in the Alexander Census.
Estimate $600 - 800
1316 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), four full margins including sheet margin at right, tied by blue “5” in oval on 1849
folded letter to New York City, postmarked blue Jan 25 Baltimore circular datestamp, Very Fine, 01/25/49 in the Alexander Census.
Estimate $600 - 800

1317

1318

1317 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), horizontal pair, two small margins, close or barely touching all areas represented
and bottom; neatly pen canceled on 1840 folded letter From Augusta, Ga. to Jacksonville, Ill., postmarked light red
Oct 10 “Augusta & Atlanta R.R.” circular datestamp; light toning, Fine, 10/16/50 in the Alexander Census.
Estimate $600 - 800
One of just three recorded 5¢ covers handled by route agents on this railroad, who received 1,400 5¢ stamps.
1318 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), clear to mostly large margins, tied by light strike orange May 27 circular
datestamp on small envelope to Canandaigua, N.Y.; with original letter, Very Fine, not recorded in the Alexander
Census.
Estimate $600 - 800
This was posted more than two months earlier than the only 5¢ cover recorded by Alexander. Le Roy received no
1847 stamps of either denomination and there are no 10¢ covers recorded.
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1319

1320

1319 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), horizontal pair, partial sheet margin at right, in at top and bottom, tied on 1850
folded letter to Frankfort, Ky. by light blue grids and by Jan 9 Mobile circular datestamp, F.-V.F., 01/09/50 in the Alexander Census (also in Hart’s original census).
Estimate $600 - 800
1320 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), three large margins, just touching with minor faults at top, tied by blue grids on
buff envelope to Amelia, Ohio, postmarked matching May 31 Maysville circular datestamp, F.-V.F., 05/31/xx in the
Alexander Census.
Estimate $600 - 800
Maysville received 5,000 5¢ stamps, yet only five 5¢ covers are recorded.

1321

1322

1321 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), four large balanced margins, tied by red grids on tan 1849 folded letter to
Lynchburg, Va., postmarked matching Jul 15 Richmond circular datestamp; central vertical file fold a bit heavy,
F.-V.F., 07/15/49 in the Alexander Census.
Estimate $500 - 750
1322 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), large margins except barely touching at lower right, tied by black grid on folded
wrapper to New York City, postmarked red Sep 20 Boston circular datestamp with integral “5 cts.” rate, Very Fine,
not recorded in the Alexander Census.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1323

1324

1323 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), four nice margins, neatly tied by manuscript “X” in small 1849 folded letter to
Rock Run (Md.), postmarked clear blue Sep 1 Baltimore Rail Road circular datestamp; horizontal file fold through
stamp and cover tear at top, Fine, 09/01/49 in the Alexander Census.
Estimate $500 - 750
1324 )
1847, 5¢ brown (1), large balanced margins, tied by red grid on 1849 folded letter to Boston, postmarked
matching Aug 18 New-York circular datestamp, Very Fine, Not recorded in the Alexander Census.
Estimate $500 - 750

1325

1326

1325 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), small margins to partial sheet margin at top, tied by red grid on 1849 folded letter
to Springfield, Mass., postmarked matching Apr 27 New-York circular datestamp; one of two vertical file folds just
affects stamp’s left edge, F.-V.F., not recorded in the Alexander Census.
Estimate $500 - 750
1326 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), 3½ margins, cut in at lower right, just tied by blue grid on 1848 folded letter to
Lewiston, Pa.; postmarked Dec 25 Philada., Pa. circular datestamp with integral “5 cts.” rate; clear hotel
handstamp “Columbia House, Philadelphia.” on reverse, Fine, not recorded in the Alexander Census.
Estimate $500 - 750
Nice Christmas day postmark, but the clerk obviously forgot to change the date slug, as the letter is datelined Dec
28.
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1327 )
1847, 5¢ dark brown (1a), horizontal pair, small margins to barely shaved at left, canceled by red grids
and tied by totally illegible red Apalachicola circular datestamp on 1849 folded letter to Savannah, Ga., datelined
“Apalacha 19th Feby 1849”, handstamped red “10” and endorsed “Paid Mail”, Very Fine, not recorded in the Alexander Census.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
The Alexander Census records only six 5¢ Apalachicola covers (all to New York), despite the fact that
Apalachicola received 4,300 5¢ stamps.

1328

1329

1328 )
1847, 5¢ grayish brown (1a), horizontal pair with four good margins canceled by two lightly struck blue
grids on 1850 folded wrapper to Philadelphia, postmarked matching Oct 2 Nashville circular datestamp; wrapper
previously refolded, F.-V.F., 10/02/50 in the Alexander Census; 1991 PF certificate.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1329 )
1847, 5¢ dark brown (1a), ample to large margins except close at upper right, tied by one of two strikes
blue Apr 22 Philada. Pa. circular datestamp with integral “5cts” rate on folded wrapper with manuscript “Paid” to
Charlestown, Va.; cover also bears Philadelphia U.S.P.O. Despatch 1¢ gold on black (7LB11), large margins,
uncanceled, Very Fine, 04/22/xx in the Alexander Census; previous PF certificate 196973 (not present) declined
opinion as to whether the Philadelphia Carrier originated on this wrapper.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1330

1331

1330 )
1847, 5¢ dark brown (1a), clear to mostly large margins, neatly tied by manuscript “X” on partial folded
wrapper to Mt. Holly, N.J., postmarked mostly complete blue Sep 14 “New York & Phila. R.R.” circular datestamp;
cover also bears an uncanceled D.O. Blood’s City Despatch Paid local (15L8); repaired address cutout and bottom flap added, Very Fine appearance, 09/14/xx in the Alexander Census.
Estimate $600 - 800
1331 )
1847, 5¢ dark brown (1a), four nice margins, tied by red grid on small envelope to Augusta, Geo., postmarked matching Apr 9 Macon circular datestamp with integral rate “5”, Very Fine, 04/09/xx in the Alexander Census; 1979 PF certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750
Macon received 8,500 5¢ 1847s, yet only 14 5¢ covers have been recorded.

1332 )
1847, 5¢ orange brown (1b), gorgeous color, full margins to barely shaved at lower right, tied by neat red
grid on 1847 folded letter to Sumterville, S.C., postmarked matching Sep 10 Charleston circular datestamp with integral “5” rate, Very Fine, 09/10/47 in the Alexander Census.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Used in the third month of issue, the third earliest of the Charleston 5¢ covers.
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1333 )
1847, 10¢ black (2), four large balanced margins, neatly pen canceled on buff envelope to North Fairhaven, Mass. postmarked manuscript “Olive Grove Ga, Feby 18", docketed 1851 as ”No 28" in the Swift correspondence (see below); wax seal stain in center, accompanying certificate notes “stamp with small faults at top right, a
lightened stain at right and a small scissors cut in the margin at bottom right”, none of which is really significant in our
opinion, Fine, 02/18/51 in the Alexander Census.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Olive Grove received no 1847 stamps of either denomination. All 13 Olive Grove covers recorded in the
Alexander Census are to Mrs. R.N. Smith in North Fairhaven, Mass. There are no 5¢ covers recorded.
Interestingly, we also offer a 10¢ Tallahassee cover addressed in the same hand to the same Mrs. R.A. Smith in
Fairhaven. The Alexander Census records two “Swift” covers from Tallahasse and nine from Apalachicola.

1334 )
1847, 10¢ black (2), two singles, one with left sheet margin (position 41R1 with type D double transfer),
the other with two margins; tied together by red grids on envelope to Darien, Geo., postmarked matching 13 Feb
Roswell circular datestamp; mild foxing affecting the stamps slightly, Fine, not recorded in the Alexander Census.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
There are no double-rate 10¢ covers among the eight 10¢ Roswell covers listed in the Alexander Census, and
only one in all of Georgia, that being to Massachusetts; in fact, there are no intrastate double-rate 10¢ covers
listed for any of the Southern states.
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1335 )
1847, 10¢ black (2), mostly large margins, a little close at left and small nick at lower right, neatly pen canceled on 1849 folded letter to Athens, Geo., postmarked blue Sep 7 Monroe circular datestamp at left, Very Fine,
09/07/49 in the Alexander Census (also in Hart’s original census); 2008 PF certificate. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
This is earlier of only two 1847 covers from Monroe, which received no 1847 stamps of either denomination.

1336 )
1847, 10¢ black (2), clear to large margins, canceled by light green grid on buff envelope to North Fairhaven, Mass., postmarked light strike matching Mar 24 Tallahassee circular datestamp; manuscript docketing removed, cover silked and flap repaired, Very Fine appearance, 03/24/48 in the Alexander Census; 2010 PF
certificate.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
The second earliest of 21 recorded 10¢ covers from Tallahassee, which was one of only a few post offices to use
green cancelling ink on the 1847 Issue.
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1337 )
1847, 10¢ black (2), four huge margins including a good bit of the adjacent stamp at top (Extremely Fine),
tied by neat red grid on 1850 folded letter to Savannah, Ga., postmarked light strike matching Feb 22 Roswell circular datestamp; couple light vertical file folds, F.-V.F., 02/22/50 in the Alexander Census; signed Ashbrook with 1996
PF certificate.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
The earliest of only eight 10¢ Roswell covers (only two others show year date).

1338 )
1847, 10¢ black (2), full margins to just in at lower left, tied by manuscript “X” over a lighter pen cancel on
1848 folded letter (datelined New York) to New Orleans, handstamped red “STEAM-BOAT” and endorsed manuscript “p Southerner”; stamp with barest traces of toning, F.-V.F., 04/04/48 in the Alexander Census; 2005 PF
certificate.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1339 )
1847, 10¢ black (2), three large margins, just shaved at upper right, tied by red Apr 4 Charleston circular
datestamp with integral “10” rate on 1848 folded letter (datelined New York) to New Orleans; marked manuscript
“Paid” with red handstamped “STEAM-BOAT” and manuscript endorsement “p Northerner”, F.-V.F., 03/12/48 in
the Alexander Census.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1340 )
1847, 10¢ black (2), left sheet margin single, cut in at bottom, tied by pen cancel on buff envelope to North
Fairhaven, Mass. postmarked manuscript “Olive Grove Ga, Feby 25”, docketed 1851 as “No 29” (“9” written over
“8”) in the Swift correspondence; light wax seal stain in center, Fine, not recorded in the Alexander Census.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1341 )
1847, 10¢ black (2), clear to mostly large margins (just shaved at upper left?), barely tied on 1848 folded
letter to Gallatin, Ten. by red grid, postmarked weak strike matching Jul 10 Apalachicola circular datestamp; light
all-over toning, Fine, 07/10/48 in the Alexander Census; 1978 PF certificate.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
The earliest of the 18 recorded 10¢ covers from Apalachicola.

1342 )
1847, 10¢ black (2), three good margins, touching at top with small nick at upper right, tied by red grids on
1848 folded letter to New Haven, Ct., postmarked matching Jan 22 Macon circular datestamp with integral rate “10”,
F.-V.F., not recorded in the Alexander Census; 1979 PF certificate.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
The Alexander Census records just five 10¢ covers; this one is earlier by five months than the earliest of those.
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Unique 10¢ Cover from Dorchester, Mass.

1343 )
1847, 10¢ black (2), four nice margins, pen canceled (not tied) on small envelope to Tonawanda, N.Y.,
postmarked clear manuscript “Dorchester Ms, Oct 15”; vertical file fold at right not affecting stamp or postmark, Very
Fine, not recorded in the Alexander Census.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Dorchester received no 1847 stamps of either denomination and the Alexander Census records no covers from
there.

1344

1345

1344 )
1847, 10¢ black (2), four ample to large margins, tied by light red grid on (1850) folded wrapper to New
York City; postmarked matching 30mm Jun 18 Richmond circular datestamp, Very Fine, 06/18/50 in the Alexander
Census.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1345 )
1847, 10¢ black (2), Very Fine four margins single (position 33R) lightly tied by blue grid on 1859 folded
letter to Philadelphia, postmarked partial blue Apr 25 Nashville circular datestamp, F.-V.F., 04/25/50 in the Alexander Census.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1346

1347

1346 )
1847, 10¢ black (2), clear to oversize margins, neatly pen canceled on white envelope to North Fairhaven, Mass. postmarked manuscript “Olive Grove Ga, March 30”, docketed as “No 37” (with no year date) in Swift
correspondence, Very Fine, 003/30/xx in the Alexander Census.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1347 )
1847, 10¢ black (2), another attractive 3-margin single tied on 1851 folded letter to Cincinnati by bold
blue grids, postmarked matching Feb 22 Little Rock circular datestamp, Very Fine, 02/22/51 in the Alexander Census Illustrated p. 17 (also in Hart’s original census); 1990 PF certificate.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Little Rock received 1,300 10¢ stamps, but only three 10¢ covers have been recorded.

1348

1349

1348 )
1847, 10¢ black (2), large, nicely balanced margins (Extremely Fine), tied by neat manuscript cancel on
envelope to Samuel Colt in Hartford, Ct., postmarked light Nov 12 Washington, D.C. circular datestamp in red, intact red wax seal on the reverse; few drops of corrosive ink, one affecting address, appear to be contemporary to
the cover, otherwise F.-V.F., not recorded in the Alexander Census.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1349 )
1847, 10¢ black (2), large margins except a bit close at top, lightly tied by red grid on 1850 folded letter to
New York City; postmarked matching 35mm Dec 18 Richmond circular datestamp, F.-V.F., 12/18/50 in the Alexander Census; 1987 PF certificate.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1350

1351

1350 )
1847, 10¢ black (2), attractive 3-margin single tied on buff envelope to Philadelphia by bright red grids,
postmarked matching Feb 26 Mobile circular datestamp, Very Fine, not recorded in the Alexander Census.
Estimate $600 - 800
1351 )
1847, 10¢ black (2), four large margins, tied by red grids on 1848 folded letter to Buffalo, postmarked Nov
28 New-York circular datestamp; one of two vertical file folds affects right edge of stamp, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

1352

1353

1352 )
1847, 10¢ black (2), margins close to just touching all around (position 27R), tied by red grid on folder
wrapper to Philadelphia, postmarked incomplete red Jul 12 U.S. Express Mail circular datestamp, back faults, otherwise Fine, Not recorded in the Alexander Census.
Estimate $500 - 750
1353 ())
1847, 10¢ black (2), nearly four margins (just touching at lower left on left and bottom), canceled by red
grid on cover front only to Philadelphia, postmarked Very Fine red Jul 2 Boston circular datestamp with integral “10
Cts” rate; light vertical file fold through stamp, otherwise Fine, not recorded in the Alexander Census.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1851-1857 Issues

1354 )
1852, 1¢ blue, type IV (9), a horizontal and three vertical strips of 3 tied by blue San Francisco circular
datestamps, Jan 16, on folded letter address panel only to Troy, N.Y., handstamped “Due 10 cts.”, the “10” annulled
with a grid and replaced with “20”; the vertical at right is positions 78/98L1L and has a sheet margin at bottom (pos.
88 & 98 have double transfers), the left vertical strip is sound, the other strips have faults, the reverse has a gummed
paper binder strip at the top, otherwise Fine and most unusual
The addressee is the same as that of an illustrated San Francisco News Letter lettersheet sold previously by Daniel
F. Kelleher; 2014 PF certificate.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Initially the cover was rated as an unpaid single 6¢ rate and accordingly handstamped “Due 10 cts.”. Then it was
re-rated as a double weight letter and the “10” was replaced with the “20”. Finally, the normal double rate of 12¢
was prepaid in full with stamps and the cover was sent on its way.

1355 )
1851-52, 3¢, types I and II (10, 11 etc.), 25 covers, fresh, clean selection, with several #10’s, type #1’s,
offered intact as received by us, unchecked for varieties, mixed condition, inspection strongly urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1356

1357

1356 )
1852, 3¢ dull red, type I (11), three margins, tied by blue Cincinnati circular datestamp, Jan 22, on buff
cover with beautifully engraved illustrated corner card for the C.C. Miller & Co. Eagle Plow Factory, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
1357 )
1852, 3¢ dull red, type II (11A), huge stamp with part of adjoining stamp at top tied by Bucksport ME
“Paid in Flag” fancy cancel, with “Bucksport ME/Dec/4" c.d.s. on cover, addressed to Brewer Village ME; reduced at
left, F.-V.F. Scott $17. Skinner-Eno SD-G 108.
Estimate $300 - 400

1358

1359

1358 )
1857, 3¢ rose, type I (25), handstamped straightline “PAID” on 1861 3¢ pink entire (U34) with Wells
Fargo printed frank and blue Wells Fargo/San Francisco circular datestamp, 16 Feb, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1359 )
1857, 3¢ dull red, type III (26), tied by fancy “1 ct” in box of St. Louis, on cover addressed to St Louis;
backflap partly separated, F.-V.F.; 2013 PF certificate. Scott $10.
Estimate $400 - 600

1360 )
1857, 3¢ dull red, type IV, double transfer (26A var.), position 98R10L, tied by “Waterbury CT/Mar/8"
c.d.s., on cover addressed to New Britain CT, Very Fine; 2013 PF certificate. Scott $190. Estimate $500 - 750
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1861-1866 Issue

1361

1362

1361 )
1861, 3¢ rose (65), tied by Waterbury “G” fancy cancel with “Waterbury CT/Sep/4/1868" double circle
c.d.s., on cover addressed to Danbury CT, F.-V.F.; 1990 PF certificate. Scott $3. Rohloff K-7.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1362 )
1861, 3¢ rose (65), tied by pen cancel with “Ship Island/Miss” straight line and manuscript “Apr 5", on
cover addressed to Natick MA, also included is a patriotic cover with balloon type c.d.s. ”Ship Island MS/May/30"
addressed to Brandon VT, and finally a pair of 3¢ on a patriotic cover pen tied with Bath NH c.d.s., addressed to Bath
with manuscript “Ship Island/ March 21 1862", with three articles on the camp and its postal history, mixed condition, fabulous selection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 1363
1363 )
1863, 2¢ black (73), twelve covers franked with single Blackjacks, includes two wrapper usages and a
Masonic cancel, a few with contents, unchecked for varieties, mixed condition, come inspect, F.-V.F. Estimate
$200 - 300
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U.S. Civil War Postal History

1364

1265

1364 )
1863, Civil War cover and letter to Folly Island SC, 3¢ (65) tied by “Paid” in circle grid on cover with
Beverly MA c.d.s., addressed to George Prince/Folly Island/South Carolina/of Co K 40th Massachusetts Volunteers/care of Capt Gedding", Folly Island is on Folly River and was used as a transfer point for prisoners and a staging area for Union troops, includes six page letter, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1365 )
1863, Discharge Paper for Emery Carpenter of 25th Connecticut Regiment, completely filled out discharge papers for Emery, one dated 1863 and the second 1865 with notation that a $700 bounty was paid, with illustrated eagle, some light stains and toning, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1366

Ex 1367

1366 )
1864, Civil War cover and letter to Johnson’s Island KY, 3¢ (64) tied by circle of wedges on cover with
1864 Shelbyville KY c.d.s., addressed to “Lt A W Roberts/Johnson’s Island/Sanducky/Ohio”, and “Block 10", one
page letter, some prison content, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1367 )
F.-V.F.
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Ex 1368
1368 )
Civil War Correspondence from William Harvey 1863-1865. Marvelous correspondence of 86 letters
written as a member of the Massachusetts Heavy Artillery, some on US Sanitary Commission letter heads, much
camp and some war news, includes a letter written April 15 1865 relating the assassination of Lincoln, easy to read
although the spelling will take some work to decipher, also includes correspondence of Ira Harvey, William’s
brother, with a copy of Ira’s Soldiers Record, fascinating reading and in need of research, a rare opportunity to acquire a unpicked correspondence, you’ll need to set aside some time to properly ascertain this lot’s true value,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1369 )
Civil War Correspondence Re: Battle of Atlanta. Thirteen letters from soldier to his wife in Aurora IN,
all post marked Chattanooga or Nashville, the first dated April 3 1864 is personal, discussing his engagement to
Martha Cole, the next is dated July 7 date lined “Nine miles from Atlanta GA”, and he relates that standing on a hill he
can see the windows in the city, July 11 finds him writing of the recent battle at the Chattahoochie River and one man
in his company had his arm amputated, July 15 he is still at the river with hard fighting to come, July 24 he is three
miles from Atlanta and expecting to cross the river the next day, he believes they have whipped the Rebs in every
battle, July 31 they have not yet captured Atlanta, it is very heavily fortified, since crossing the river they have been
attacked and repulsed every time, August 7 is mostly personal news, August 14 is a personal letter, August 22 discusses the Rebel pickets and how they are not allowed to talk to the Union men for fear of desertion, August 24 talks
about coming home in a month, September 11 mentions Gov. Mortons speech, and the capture of Atlanta, the last
two letters discuss the aftermath of the fight, written in ink and easily read, a great lot for the historian or cover
collector, please enjoy, F.-V.F. (photo on web site)
Estimate $250 - 300
1370 )
Civil War Cover Holding, fifty covers, franked with either #26 or #65, three with original contents, some
interesting cancels, mixed condition, a slam dunk at our low estimate, F.-V.F. (no photo). Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 1371

Ex 1372

1371 )
Civil War Covers Addressed to Captain Lincoln 46th Mass Volunteers. 14 covers, follows him from
New Bern to Plymouth and home, typewritten notes states that he became a colonel, was captured at New Market
and made General while in prison, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1372 )
Civil War Covers from Fort Jefferson Florida, four Fort Jefferson c.d.s. (S/R 6) with #65 to
Windsonville CT, also included are two Key West covers, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
Key West had less than 3,000 inhabitants at the end of the Civil War. It remained loyal to the Union throughout the
conflict. Fort Jefferson had less than 2,000 inhabitants at the end of the Civil War. Dr Mudd was imprisoned there
after convicted in the assassination of President Lincoln.

Ex 1373

Ex 1375

1373 )
Civil War Covers to Ensign Brown on Mississippi Ships. Three covers from Cincinnati OH, all addressed to Ensign Brown on board the gunboat “Forest Rose”, the hospital ship “Red Rover” and the gunboat
“Tylor”, scarce and desirable group, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1374 )
Civil War Covers to Military Addresses. Thirty eight covers, four with contents, addressed to various
companies, regiments, brigades and hospitals, some with manuscript instructions such as “To follow the Regiment”, “Stationed near Petersburg Virginia”, includes a group from occupied New Orleans, a wonderful lot that will
be a boon to the Civil War buff, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1375 )
Civil War Headquarters and Camp Handstamps. Three covers, includes Miamiville PO Camp
Dennison Ohio, Hd. Qrs. Dept of the MO St Louis and Hd Qtr of Arkansas Little Rock, scarce markings; Camp
Dennison severely reduced at left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1376 )
Civil War Postal History. Forty five+ covers, mostly 1860’s, with six 1857 1¢ covers, #63 on embossed
ad cover for American Telegraph Company with original telegraph “Norman arrested come up immediately”, three
1857 3¢ covers, and the balance mostly 26’s and 65’s, a nice lot for research, may be some sleepers in the c.d.s.’s,
please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 1377

Ex 1378

1377 )
Civil War Ship Covers, three covers, soldiers letter addressed to Charlestown MA, with “U.S. Ship 3 cts”
handstamp with letter datelined “Ship Island Mississippi”, soldiers letter addressed to Wendell Mass with
handstamp “Jones/Colonel Mass 26th, and the third a patriotic cover with same address and handstamp, mixed
condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1378 )
Union Soldier’s Mail from Occupied Knoxville & Memphis Tennessee, two covers, Knoxville Jan 3,
1864 target duplex and Memphis April 14, 1863, both handstamped “Due 3” with soldier’s endorsements, the first to
Hanover, Mass., the second to Jerome, Ohio”, Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

U.S. Civil War Patriotic Covers

1379

1380

1379 )
Camp Brightwood 7th Mass Volunteers with Matching Lettersheet, pair 3¢ (65) tied on legal size envelope by Washington DC c.d.s., with a gorgeous all over design on reverse of Camp Brightwood (Bischel-2194,
W-unlisted), with a matching lettersheet describing the camp, and another patriotic letter sheet with embossed bust
of Washington in a blue star and describes his tent and relates to camp life, amazing that these three items were
never split up, a unique opportunity, inspection is strongly suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1380 )
Lincoln Bearded Framed Portrait Facing Right, red and blue design (Bischel-395, W-203) on cover
addressed to Salisbury Center NY, no postal markings, manuscript “In haste”, with patriotic letter sheet of sailor with
flag, shield and eagle, datelined Fort Lincoln, war content; cover is missing lower right corner, edge flaws and light
toning, otherwise F.-V.F., extremely rare.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1381

Ex 1382

1381 )
Military Officer with Sword and Flag, red “Cotuitport MA/Oct/13" with matching ”Paid/3" in circle, with
red and blue design at left (Bischel-3684,W-2023 var) on 1861 cover addressed to Norwich CT, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
1382 )
Civil War Patriotic Covers, a well-organized lot with approximately 750 items (352 front & 398 envelopes), organized in envelopes and housed in a shoe box. We noted 62 envelopes & 44 fronts printed by Magee in
Philadelphia; 24 Magnus colorful fronts. Also many other mostly with different designs that deserve your attention
such as Lincoln envelope with portrait and legend reading “Whatever our Politics/ the Constitution must be sustained”, plus eight fronts with Lincoln portraits; The Young Volunteer/ “Bully for you”; The Union- No Surrender front;
Liberty at Port Royal and many other. Be sure to leave time for proper evaluation, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1383 )
Civil War Patriotic Covers. Twenty five Civil War patriotic covers, includes “Our Commander in Chief”
(Bischel-506, W-272), Scott & Anderson (Bischel-471, W-244 var), Infantryman and Calvary Soldier fighting
(Bischel-3498, W-1916 var), along with six “The Loyal States”, very mixed condition, three with contents, with some
better designs present should make for spirited bidding, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1384 )
Civil War Patriotic Covers with Flags. Twenty six covers with various designs with the flag, includes
“Union Forever” eagle on shield (Bischel-4412, W-2443), Sailor with Flag (Bischel-3769, W-1990), “No Fellowship
with Traitors” (Bischel-4080, W-2329), eagle clutching Flag (Bischel-4590, W-2559), Hands with Flag
(Bischel-5072, W-2801 var), two with contents, mixed condition, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site)
Estimate $400 - 600
1385 )
Civil War Patriotic Covers, Mint Collection. Sixty items, all different, better includes Fifth Regiment
New Hampshire Volunteers with Eagle and Lady Liberty, “Come back here you black rascal”, Scott very scarce
Hardee, “Jeff the Dictator”, green shamrock “Union”, bronze Lady Liberty with Ninth A.C. emblem, and many more,
sure to please your wallet and your collection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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Ex 1386

Ex 1387

1386 )
Civil War Patriotic Illustrated Lettersheets. Six different patriotic lettersheets filled with war content, illustrations include Calvary Officer on Horseback, “What God has Joined…”, Taking Fort Donelson, “We Have Beat
Our Last Retreat” with postmarked cover, U.S. Capitol and “The War for the Union”, some bits on the war “”There is
a report in camp today that Jeff Davis is dead", “…the war is about over North Carolina is voting herself into the union…”, “…they had a fight over the other side of the river yesterday and our folks got licked to pretty hard…”, “…he is
confident the war is near its (end) and he thinks the rebels has received its death blow…”, “…we have heard of
Grants brilliant victory at Chattanooga…”, “…there has been another battle, our men took thirteen hundred prisoners…”, fascinating information, letting one look into the battles and camp life of the Union soldiers, plan on spending
some time reading these historic letters, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1387 )
General McClellan Patriotic Covers, seven covers, includes Bust facing left in frame (Bischel-unlisted,
W-292 var), embossed “Commander of the Federal Forces (Bischel 630, W-345 var), bust facing right
(Bischel-571, W-304 var), ”In Him We Place our Trust" (Bischel-636, W-351 var), “We Have Beat Our Last Retreat”
(Bischel-570, W-304 var) and “From 11th Regiment Massachusetts Volunteers (Bischel-2350, W-1414 var), one
with contents; five with various faults, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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Ex 1388

Ex 1389

1388 )
Massachusetts Regimental Patriotic Covers, fourteen covers, includes 13th Mass Volunteers Company E (Bischel-2365, W-1402 var), 42nd Reg’t Mass V.M. (Bischel-2381, W-1422), Tiger Regiment B.L.I. 43rd
Mass (Bischel-2382, W-1406), and N.E.G. 44th Mass Vol (Bischel-2384, W-1401), mixed condition with some
missing stamps, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1389 )
New Hampshire Regimental Patriotic Covers, seven teen covers, includes First NH Battery
(Bischel-2411, W-1363), Second Regiment NH Volunteers (Bischel-2417, W-unlisted), 7th NH Regiment
(Bischel-2431, W-1345), 14th Regiment NH Volunteers (Bischel-2452, W-1358 var), 15th NH Regiment
(Bischel-2456, W-1371 var), excellent lot for the New Hampshire Civil War enthusiast, mixed condition, otherwise
F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 1390

Ex 1391

1390 )
New York Regimental Patriotic Covers, thirteen covers, includes 128th Regiment NYSV
(Bischel-2628, W-1266), 97th Regt NYM (Bischel-2606, W-1260 var), 48th Regt NYSV (Bischel-2574, W-1234),
and 4th New York Vol Artillery (Bischel-2494, W-1247), nice group in mixed condition, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1391 )
Regimental Patriotic Covers. Fifteen covers, includes Sherman’s Brigade 64th Regt Ohio
(Bischel-2682, W-1450 var), 4th Regt Infantry Michigan Volunteers (Bischel-2395, W-unlisted), and others from
Penn, Rhode Island, Maine, mixed condition, a Magee, worth a quick review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Confederate Civil War Postal History

1392

1393

1392 )
[Alabama] Tuscaloosa Due 5, Extremely Fine May 18 circular datestamp with handstamped type B “5”
on cover to Choctaw Agency, Miss., Very Fine. C.S.A. Catalog Unlisted.
Estimate $100 - 150
1393 )
[Arkansas] Little Rock Due 10, double circle circular datestamp with illegible date and handstamped
(due) “10” on small homemade envelope to Jefferson, Texas; soldier’s endorsement “From J.W. Scott, Private Co.
C., Major Morgans Squadron, McCulloch brigade, General Walkers Division Encamped near Pine Bluff Ark.”,
F.-V.F. C.S.A. Catalog $400+. C.S.A. Catalog Type E.
Estimate $300 - 400

1394

1395

1394 )
[Arkansas] Washington Paid 10, Very Fine Dec 4 circular datestamp and handstamped “PAID” with
manuscript “10” on turned envelope to Lebanon, Tenn.; inside use South to North from Lebanon to Claremont,
N.H.; ink erosion hole at bottom, small tear at left, otherwise Very Fine. C.S.A. Catalog $400+. C.S.A. Catalog Type
A.
Estimate $250 - 350
1395 )
[Florida] Lake City Paid 10, Apr 14 circular datestamp and handstamped “PAID/10” on cover to Starke,
Fa., “Care of Capt John Richard”; opening tear at top and part of flap missing, Fine. C.S.A. Catalog $250. C.S.A.
Catalog Type D.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1396

1397

1396 )
[Florida] Madison C.H. Paid 10, Mar 7 circular datestamp with matching handstamped “PAID/10” on
small handmade envelope to Anderson, S.C. “Care of Judge P.N. Whitner”, right flap missing and small tear at upper right, Fine. C.S.A. Catalog $350. C.S.A. Catalog Type C.
Estimate $150 - 200
1397 )
[Florida] Newmansville Paid 10, circular datestamp with manuscript (pencil) “Dec 28” date and matching “10” rate with handstamped “PAID” on orange cover to “Capt John Richard, Col Hopkins Battallion [sic]”,
Chattahoochee, Fla.; reduced slightly at left with top and left flaps missing, abrasions in letters of postmark, otherwise Fine. C.S.A. Catalog $750. C.S.A. Catalog Type A.
Estimate $150 - 200

1398

1399

1398 )
[Georgia] Culloden Paid 10, light Dec 27 circular datestamp in blue with matching handstamped “PAID”
and “10” (struck over manuscript “Paid 10”) on tan cover to Richmond, Va., Very Fine. C.S.A. Catalog $300. C.S.A.
Catalog Type A.
Estimate $200 - 300
1399 )
[Georgia] Culloden Paid 10, clear Oct 24 circular datestamp with manuscript “Due 10” on tan cover to
Monroeville, Ala.; soldier’s endorsement “From Lieut H.M. Rumbley, Co. 58 Ala Regt”; small tear at bottom, otherwise Very Fine. C.S.A. Catalog Unlisted.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1400

1401

1400 )
[Louisiana] Shreveport Due 10, Very Fine Apr 11, 1865 circular datestamp with handstamped “Due 10”
on orange cover to Brenham, Tex.; soldier’s endorsement “From private H Randolph. Co. I. 2d La Cav.”; pencil
docketing at left, Very Fine, a very late usage. C.S.A. Catalog $250. C.S.A. Catalog Type G.
Estimate $200 - 300
General Kirby Smith and his troops didn’t leave Shreveport until May 20, 1865.
1401 )
[Mississippi] Holly Springs Paid 5, nice Nov 25, 1861 circular datestamp with handstamped “PAID”
and manuscript “5” on cover to New Orleans; bit of flap missing, F.-V.F. C.S.A. Catalog $300. C.S.A. Catalog Type
A.
Estimate $200 - 300

1402

1403

1402 )
[Mississippi] Ocean Springs Due 5, mostly clear Sep 13 circular datestamp with handstamped “5” in
circle on cover to Bayou Sara, La.; damp stains and bottom flap missing, Fine. C.S.A. Catalog $250. C.S.A. Catalog
Type A.
Estimate $100 - 150
1403 )
[North Carolina] Tuscaloosa Due 5, Very Fine March circular datestamp (day not struck up) and no
other postal markings on tan handmade soldier’s cover to Williamsborough, N.C., endorsed lightly “Private Frank
(—?—), Co. C, 33d N.C.I.”., F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1404

1405

1404 ())
[Tennessee] Athens Paid 60, clear Aug 7, 1863 circular datestamp with handstamped “PAID” and
manuscript “60” on partial cover front only endorsed “East Tenn. Election Returns”addressed to Gov. Isham G. Harris, originally in Athens but redirected to Chattanooga; edge tears and reduced, but a very rare rate indicating a 6oz.
packet.
Estimate $200 - 300
1405 )
[Texas] Henderson Due 10, partial Jul 16 circular datestamp with manuscript “Due 10” on brown cover
to New Salem, Tex., endorsed “From a soldier of the 3d Texas Cavalry” and “Politeness of Capt Smith”, Very Fine.
C.S.A. Catalog Unlisted.
Estimate $300 - 400

1406

1407

1406 )
[Virginia] Goodson Paid 5, mostly clear Dec 24 circular datestamp with “PAID/5” in circle on cover to
Richmond, Very Fine. C.S.A. Catalog Type B.
Estimate $100 - 150
1407 )
[Virginia] Gordonsville Due 10, mostly clear circular datestamp, Aug (?), 1862, with handstamped “Due
10” on handmade envelope to Box Spring, Ga., soldier’s endorsement “Private J.W. Carswell, Com. (K), 12th regt
Ga. Vol.”, F.-V.F. C.S.A. Catalog Type G; $200.
Estimate $100 - 150

1408 )
[Virginia] Norfolk, blue circular datestamp, Jul 2 (?), 1861 with matching “Paid” in circle and “5” (type D)
on yellow envelope to Lumberton, N.C.; opened a bit roughly at left, Fine; 1977 CSA certificate signed by Marcus
White. C.S.A. Catalog type D; $300.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1409

1410

1409 )
Soldier Promoted from Private to Lieutenant, Two Soldier’s Due 10 covers to Eatonton, Ga., first postmarked Staunton, Va., May 31, 1862 (type F), endorsed “Private J.G. Scott (Com G) 12th Regt Ga Vols”; second
postmarked Orange C.H., Oct 8, 1863 (type D), endorsed by the same J.G. Scott, now a Lieutenant; first roughly
opened at right, second with flap missing, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1410 )
Prisoner of War covers, group of three, two from Fort Delaware franked with 3¢ rose (65), one with
manuscript Examined, the other with oval handstamp; the third cover is from Old Capitol Prison, it has had the
stamp removed and bear a circular censors handstamp, it also includes the original letter; the first cover is Fine, the
other two are very rough.
Estimate $100 - 150

Confederate Patriotic Covers

1411 )
Jefferson Davis Circular Medallion, 11-Star Flag, in magenta & blue, postmarked Corinth, Miss.
handstamped “Paid 5” oval and Jul 6 circular datestamp, to Handsboro, Miss.; reduced just a tad at right; a Fine, attractive and rare combination.; 1977 CSA certificate signed by Marcus White. C.S.A. Catalog JD-1C var.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1412 )
Jefferson Davis Patriotic Circular Medallion, 11-star flag, on blue envelope franked with pair of 5c
blue (6), pen canceled with matching “Gilmores Mills Va, Jan. 5 -1863” postmark, to Richmond; tear and creases
at top, flap missing, stamps pretty “rough”, scarce; 1977 CSA certificate signed by Marcus White. C.S.A. Catalog
F11-16, verse 30.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Confederate Provisional Issues

1413

1414

1413 )
Columbia, S.C., 1861, 5¢ blue (18XU1), blue provisional handstamp envelope with matching “Paid”
straight line and Columbia SC c.d.s., addressed to Fort Hill SC; small closed tear top right not affecting the
handstamp, F.-V.F.; 2011 PF certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1414 )
Memphis, Tenn., 1861, 5¢ red (56X2), vertical pair on corner ad cover, tied by Memphis TN c.d.s., addressed to Lynchburg VA, Scott catalog value for single, F.-V.F.; 2012 PF certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1415

1416

1415 )
New Orleans, La., 1861, 5¢ brown (62X3), vertical pair tied by “Paid”cancels, with New Orleans LA
c.d.s., addressed to Montgomery AL, F.-V.F.; 2012 PF certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1416 )
New Orleans, La., 1861, 5¢ brown (62X3), three margins, just touching at bottom, tied on yellow cover to
Grand Lake, Ark. by neat Jun 3 New Orleans circular datestamp; heavy staining at lower right and upper left, the latter affecting the pair, generally Fine; 1974 CSA certificate signed by Marcus White. Scott $850.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Confederate Regular Issues

1417

1418

1417 )
1861, 5¢ green (1), Stone 2, two top sheet margin singles tied by Oct 26 Tudor Hall, Va. circular
datestamp on orange cover to Sand Fort, Ala.; right stamp stained, cover reduced a bit at top, one or both stamps
removed and replaced (misaligned), Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
1418 )
1861, 10¢ light blue (2a), Paterson, three large margins, in at lower right, tied by mostly clear Company
Shops, N.C. circular datestamp, Feb 6 (manuscript day) on handmade envelope to Greenboro, N.C., docketed at
upper left “And. Feby 8”, Very Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $150 - 200

1419

1420

1419 )
1861, 10¢ light milky blue (2e), Stone Y, 2+ margins, small faults, tied by neat Thomasville, Ga. circular
datestamp, Jan 27, on orange cover to Starkville, Ga., Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200
1420 )
1862, 5¢ blue (4), Stone 3, left sheet margin horizontal pair tied by Very Fine Richmond, Va. circular
datestamp, Jun 17, 1862, on handmade envelope to Athens, Ga.; minor edge wear, right stamp just touching at top
with small tear at right, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1421

1422

1421 )
1862, 5¢ light milky blue (4b), Stone 2, wide side margins, in at top and bottom, tied by (Newb)erry C.H.,
S.C. circular datestamp, Jul 7, on cover to Charleston, S.C., greatly reduced at left, otherwise Fine.
Estimate
$100 - 150
1422 )
1862, 10¢ rose (5), four large margins, tied by Extremely Fine Montgomery, Ala. circular datestamp,
Sep 15, 1862, on small cover to Gainesville, Ala.; heavy age stains affect stamp and cover. Scott $800.
Estimate $150 - 200

1423

1426

1423 )
1862, 10¢ rose (5), stamp torn in half prior to use, tied by 1862 Richmond circular datestamp on orange
cover to Cross Keys, S.C.; Fine and unusual. Scott $800.
Estimate $150 - 200
1424 )
1862, 5¢ light blue, De La Rue printing (6), group of eight covers, two single frankings (Salem and Clover Depot, Va.), five with pairs (Christiansburgh, Lexington & Lovingston, Va. and Tupelo & Columbus, Miss. and
one with two singles (Guiney’s, Va.); a Fine group (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
1425 )
1862, 5¢ blue, Archer & Daly printing (7), group of 12 covers with pairs, four are Richmond, others include Greenville, N.C., Meridian, Miss., Chester C.H., S.C. and Proctor’s Creek & Scottsville Va.; condition a little
mixed, but generally Fine (no photo).
Estimate $350 - 500
1426 ())
1863, 10¢ milky blue, “T-E-N”, double transfer in “TEN CENTS” (9a var.), clear to large margins, tied
on cover front only by manuscript cancel “Tunstalls Va, June 1, 63”, to Unionville, S.C., Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1427 )
1863, 10¢ blue, “frame lines” (10), 10¢ showing full frame lines at top and bottom plus a portion at left,
tied by Mobile AL c.d.s. on adversity cover addressed to McKinley AL, Very Fine; 2012 PF certificate. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1428 )
1863, 10¢ milky blue, “frame lines” (10a), four margins including three full frame lines, tied by Richmond circular datestamp, Apr 30, 1863 (EDU Apr 19), to Laurensville, S.C., cover endorsed “D. Boyd’s Mail”; foxing
at bottom of cover does not seem to have affected the stamp, which is Very Fine. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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1429

1430

1429 )
1863, 10¢ blue (11), 10¢ tied by “Richmond VA/Feb/13" c.d.s. to Richmond & Danville Railroad ad cover,
addressed to Black & Whites VA, with original letter on Richmond and Danville Rail Road letterhead, with short letter about shipping tobacco, interesting insight into war related transportation problems, F.-V.F. Scott $100.
Estimate $300 - 400
1430 )
1863, 10¢ blue (11), 10¢ tied by violet “Augusta GA/Feb/19" c.d.s. to cover addressed to Macon AL; ink
docketing at left, missing backflap, F.-V.F. Scott $100.
Estimate $250 - 350

1431

1432

1431 )
1863, 10¢ blue (11), 10¢ tied by “New Market VA/Aug/18" c.d.s. on cover, addressed to Dr Casper C.
Henkel, Surgeon of 3rd Brigade, with six page literate letter with much war content, discusses the aftermath of Gettysburg, wonderful easy to transcribe letter, F.-V.F. Scott $100.
Estimate $250 - 350
1432 )
1863, 10¢ blue (11), four margin 10¢ tied by red “Blacks and Whites VA/Mar/12" balloon c.d.s. (S/R 3) on
a folded letter sheet addressed to Petersburg VA, business letter warning of impressing agents taking horses; two
horizontal file folds, F.-V.F. Scott $100.
Estimate $200 - 300

1433 )
1863, 10¢ blue (11), huge corner margined 10¢ tied by small “Richmond VA/Apr/1863" c.d.s., on cover
addressed to Dixie VA, Very Fine. Scott $100.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1434

1436

1434 )
1863, 10¢ blue (11), with four ample margins tied by “Wilmington NC/Nov/5/5 Paid” c.d.s. to legal size
cover, addressed to Sheriff of Rowan County Salisbury NC, with enclosure of votes for congressman for eight district, vote tally on separate sheet, scarce and desirable; edge wear, F.-V.F. Scott $100.
Estimate $150 - 200
1435 )
1863, 10¢ blue, die A (11), group of 11 Virginia covers, nice range of shades, three with sheet margins,
includes a University of Virginia with blue grid, generally Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
1436 )
1863, 10¢ milky blue (11a), 10¢ tied by 1863 Danville VA c.d.s. with inverted year date, manuscript “Official” upper left, addressed to Leatherwood VA, with enclosure discussing conscription, F.-V.F. Scott $125.
Estimate $250 - 350

1437

1438

1437 )
1863, 10¢ greenish blue (11c), irregularly torn from sheet, tied by partial “(ARMY) of TENN” on turned
cover to Marshallville, Ga., address and soldier’s endorsement faded, original use Marshallville to Dalton, Ga. (pair
of stamps removed), endorsed “Co. C, 39th Regt. Ga. Vols,Comin’s Brigade, Stevenson’s Div”, F.-V.F.; signed
“OK. Dietz”.
Estimate $300 - 400
1438 )
1863, 10¢ greenish blue (11c), tied by Keswick Depot VA (S/R 3) on small homemade adversity cover,
addressed to Sunny Side VA, with it is a original letter from Louis Bremond inquiring about a farm Brown has for
sale, it appears the sender was at first going to send the folded letter without an envelope, then changed his mind,
interesting usage, F.-V.F. Scott $200.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1439

1440

1439 )
1863, 10¢ greenish blue (11c), 10¢ pen cancelled with rimless Beaumont TX c.d.s. at left, on cover addressed to Houston TX; top edge has been repaired and most of backflap has been replaced, repairs do not affect
the stamp, postmark or address, F.-V.F. Scott $185.
Estimate $150 - 200
1440 )
1863, 10¢ greenish blue (11c), large margins except nicked at upper right, tied by neat Army of Tennessee grid (ATN-03) on handmade envelope to Madison, Ga., endorsed “Rowan’s Battery, Johnson’s Battalion Arty,
Beckham’s Regiment, Lee’s Corps, Army of Tenn., Nov 15, 1864”, apparently uprated with a manuscript “20” (due),
Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1441

1442

1441 )
1863, 10¢ blue (12), 10¢ tied by red “Curdsville VA/Nov/7" c.d.s. on cover addressed to Richmond VA,
unlisted red postmark, Very Fine. Scott $90.
Estimate $250 - 350
1442 )
1863, 10¢ blue (12), huge 10¢ tied by Pontotoc MS c.d.s., with “Dec/31" handstamp at center, on cover
addressed to Canton MS, F.-V.F. Scott $90.
Estimate $150 - 200

1443 )
1863, 10¢ blue, die B (12), tied by black grid on cover to Winnsboro, S.C., postmarked blue Louisa C.H.,
Va. circular datestamp, Jun 23; also bears manuscript (pencil) “Twymans Store, Va.” and is endorsed “Please
for’d at earliest convenience”; a bit of light toning, Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
Twymans Store was in Spotsylvania County, not far from Louisa C.H. in Louisa County.
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1444 )
1863, 10¢ blue, die B (12), group of 16 covers comprising Alabama (Claiborne), Georgia (3), North
Carolina (2) South Carolina (3), Texas (Richmond, barely decipherable) and Virginia (5), plus an unidentifiable red
c.d.s. (probably Petersburg); condition is a little mixed but generally Fine (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

1445

1446

1445 )
1863, 10¢ light blue, die B (12b), three-margin single tied by bold Okolona, Miss circular datestamp, Jun
4, on a redirected cover originally sent to “Lieut. Thomas F. Hooper, 29th Reg. Ga. Vols., Stevenson’s Brigade,
Walker’s Division, Dalton, Ga.”; it was redirected to the Army of Tennessee, a Hospital in Griffin, Ga. and finally
marked manuscript “Ford 10” and returned to Okolona when it was discovered that the Lieutenant had been captured.
The sender (possibly Lt. Hooper’s wife) is informed of the details of his in a letter written entirely on the back of the
envelope, in part “Near Marietta, Ga., June 22d 1864. The Lt. was capture on the 19th…out on skirmish. He mistook the enemy for our folks and walked up to them and did not discover the mistake until it was too late. As soon as
the rebs saw him they motioned for him to come to them & professed to be our men. I suppose Capt. Cameron has
written you and sent Anderson home. The Lt. was well when captured. (signed) Thos. J. Parr”
The cover has two large tears, on the front only, that have been neatly pieced back together, but is otherwise Fine. A
fascinating item.
Estimate $200 - 300
1446 )
1863, 10¢ greenish blue (12c), 10¢ tied by Army of Northern VA field cancel, on an allover patriotic cover
“These Tears”, a multiverse battlefield soldier tribute, addressed to Macon GA, possibly captured from a Union soldier; backflap missing, light overall wear, Fine. Scott $135.
Estimate $500 - 750

1447 )
1863, 20¢ green, diagonal bisect (13d), tied by indistinct Charleston SC c.d.s., addressed to Manchester SC, F.-V.F.; 2013 PF certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1448 )
Balance of C.S.A. Cover Collection. 19 covers, most with problems like faults or stamps missing; includes a #1, four #4 including a pair, and an interesting fabrication of a Goliad, Texas legal cover franked with a pair
of U.S. 3¢ 1861s, to which someone has added a CSA 10¢ die B, “canceled” it with a grid and handstamped the U.S.
pair “DUE” (accompanied by a 1977 CSA certificate); an interesting lot (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
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1869-1918 Issues
1449 )
1869, 3¢ ultramarine (114), thirty four covers, includes ad for photographer, fancy cancels, mourning
cover, nice group to break up for individually sales or as a foundation for a 1869 collection, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1450

1451

1450 )
1870, 1¢ ultramarine, H. grill (134), tied by Winterport ME, fancy shield cancel with Winterport ME c.d.s.
on corner ad cover, addressed to East Dover ME; light paper wrinkling at right, F.-V.F. Scott $240.
Estimate $200 - 300
1451 )
1888, 5¢ indigo (216), tied by Lansing, IOA. circular datestamp, Sep 9, 1889 on cover to Yokohama, Japan, Japanese brush writing and two Japanese circular datestamps on front, Very Fine magenta oval “Steamer/
Mary Morton/Diamond Jo. Line/Sep 8 1889” on reverse along with New York & San Francisco transits and Yokohama receiver (Oct 10), Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 1452

1453

1452 )
1901, Pan-Americans complete (294-299), matched set of six covers each stamp tied by Pan-American Station machine cancel, Sep 10, on cover to Alameda, Calif. (1¢ cover bears a pair), each cover has had some
sort of label removed from the upper left corner, most with barely a trace; 1987 PF certificate. Scott $2,560.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1453 )
1918, 3¢ violet, type II, coil (494), tied by 1918 Galveston TX machine cancel on a illustrated ad cover for
Hotel Galveston, addressed to London England, boxed hand stamps “Home Defense / London”, “Not Known /
Royal Flying Corp / Reading” and the ominous “Missing” and “Next of Kin / Officially Informed”, scarce markings, a
beautiful WW1 cover worthy to be a collection’s centerpiece, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1454

1455

1454 )
Airmail, 1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), attractive set on flight covers, C14 on legal size envelope, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1455 )
Airmail, 1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), fresh and affordable set of these popular stamps,
sort of the “economy model” of Zeppelin covers; C13 postcard with corner bend lower right, C14 two heavy vertical
file folds not affecting the stamp, and C15 with small tear at top of cover not affecting the plate number single,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1456 )
Airmail, 1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), attractive example tied on 1930 flight cover to Germany,
neatly tied by boldly struck slogan cancellation, Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1457

1458

1457 )
Airmail, 1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14 & UX27), lovely postcard with “New Haven” circular datestamp
and oval postmarks on flight trip from Lakehurst to Germany and back to New Haven, F.-V.F. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
1458 )
Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), outstanding well centered example tied on flight cover to
Tippecanoe City, Ohio, very impressive stamp, Extremely Fine. Scott $625.
Estimate $400 - 600

1459

1460

1459 )
Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), nice appearing example tied on 1930 first flight cover by
“Washington, DC, Apr. 24, 1930" with green backstamp ”Lakehurst, NJ May 31, 1930"; adhesive with nibbed perf at
top right corner and a light crease at bottom right corner, Very Fine. Scott $625.
Estimate $250 - 350
1460 m/)
Airmail, 1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (C18), four examples tied on flight covers, all single stamps except one with a vertical pair and a top sheet margin copy, Very Fine. Scott $320.
Estimate $200 - 300
1461 )
1919-50, Airmail Postal History. 100+ covers, with many CAMs and FAMs, some better include 1919
C1 on Roessler cover, 1928 Graf Zeppelin 1st Flight with C5 & C6, 1925 First Night Air Mail Chicago-New York,
1929 Graf Zeppelin Around the World Flight and a 1930 SS Bremen catapult cover, great selection with little duplication, a few condition issues, be sure to inspect this one carefully and place an aggressive bid!!! F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1462

1463

1462 )
1922, Roald Amundsen Maud North Pole Expedition, cover franked with 4¢ brown tied, with special label, on cover by faint duplex cancel (probably Seattle) and by green “North Star Air Post” flight cachet/cancel,
signed in green by Amundsen and date July 28, 1922; and also signed by President Warren G. Harding and U.S.
Postmaster General, Hubert Work; slight flap tear, Very Fine. AAMC T-O 1021.
Estimate $600 - 800
1463 )
1928-29, Around-the-World cover, franked with 29 stamps from sixteen stamp-issuing nations and colonies, each tied by appropriate postmark, including issues of the U.S., Gibraltar, Monaco, Italy, Greece, Egypt, India, Ceylon, Straits Settlements, Dutch Indies, Philippines, China, Japan, British Offices in China 8¢ KGV tied by
Hong Kong circular datestamp. Highly attractive and somewhat spectacular item with more than four months in
transit (Dec. 16, 1928 to May 2, 1929), F.-V.F., presumably unique usage with the Hong Kong “China” overprint, as
Weihaiwei was the only British post office still operating in China at this time.
Estimate $300 - 400

1464

1465

1464 )
1928, John Henry Mears Round the World card, 1¢ postal card (UX27) cancelled by 1928 New York
NY duplex, addressed to San Francisco CA, with pair of China 1¢ (249), on reverse is red cachet of John Mears portrait and a cartoon of him delivering a mail bag, with New York NY Jul 22 receiver, scarce in red, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1465 )
1930, Pioneer Aviators, signatures on 1930 National Air Races cover, nine different signatures including three females, eight can be identified as Cy Caldwell, Col. W.E. Easterwood, Frank Hawks, Gladys O’Donnell,
Phoebe Fairgrave Omlie, Earle Ovington, Boris Sergievsky, Roger Q. Williams, we could not identify the 9th. Fresh
and Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
A marvelous piece of early aviation history.
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1466

1467

1466 )
1930 (May 18-June 6), South America Flight, Zeppelin set of 3 used on 2 covers and a 1¢ green Jefferson postal card all to same addressee, each with April 23 Varick Station, NY postmark. The postal card dropped at
Seville; the $1.30 cover flown to Friedrichshafen and returned; the $2.60 cover flown round trip back to Lakehurst.
Light perf soiling, the 65¢ with several gum soaked perfs; various cover flaws, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Sieger
64C, 64F, 64G.
Estimate $500 - 750
1467 )
1933, Chicago Flight, Friedrichshafen to Recife, with U.S. C18 tied by VARICK ST. ANNEX, N.Y. 1/
OCT 4/ 1933 machine cancel, red triangular German flight cachet, plus U.S. purple Friedrichshafen flight cachet,
addressed Springfield MA, backstamped Recife 17.X.33 double c.d.s., Very Fine. Michel 347C.
Estimate $300 - 400

1468

1469

1468 )
1933, Chicago Flight, Chicago to Friedrichshafen, airmail envelope with U.S. C18 tied by CHICAGO/
OCT 26/ 1933 machine cancel, adjacent U.S. flight cachet at left, Friedrichshafen postmark on reverse, and addressed to Vedbaek, Denmark with receiving backstamp, Very Fine. Michel 355Cd.
Estimate $150 - 200
1469 )
1933, Chicago Flight, Friedrichshafen Round Trip, airmail envelope with U.S. C18 block of four
cancelled by NEW YORK / OCT 2 / 1933 postmarks (Oct 2=FDC), tied by red German flight cachet & U.S. flight cachet at left, Friedrichshafen & New York receiving postmarks on reverse, and addressed to Chicago, Very Fine.
Michel 355Ca.
Estimate $150 - 200
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eX 1470

1471

1470 )
Locals, Seven Covers. Includes red City Dispatch handstamp, acid tied Blood’s local, oval Blood’s City
Express, Boyd’s Express local on cover, and two American Letter Mail Co. locals on cover, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1471 )
Blood & Co., 1850 (1¢) bronze on black (15L13), acid-tied in small ladies envelope with red “PHILAD.A
RAIL ROAD” straightline and a four margins 3¢ orange brown (10) tied by Sep 2 New-York circular datestamp, to
Epping, N.H., docketed 1851 at top, Very Fine, Gibson.
Estimate $600 - 800
A rare combination.

1472

1473

1472 )
Eagle City Post, 1848 (2¢) black (61L2), used on an 1850 folded letter (printed circular), pen cancelled
(but not tied), with bold red Stait’s Despatch Post postmark below; address cut out, Fine. Scott $1,000. Estimate
$300 - 400
1473 )
Wells Fargo & Co., 1862-64, 25¢ blue (143L8), four nice margins, tied by one of two strikes blue Virginia
City N.T. Wells Fargo oval on 1861 3¢ pink entire (U34) with printed Wells Fargo frank; stamp with a couple light
creases and a light stain, envelope improved in appearance at right and bottom where stains and ragged opening
have been cut away subsequent to the accompanying certificate, which notes cover defective. A reasonably nice
looking example of this rare usage.; 1987 PF certificate. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1474 )
Envelope, 1855, 10¢ green on buff, die 1 (U16), cancelled by 1857 Yreka CA c.d.s., addressed to
Eastchester NY, EDU for UPSS N. 26-7-20-1, F.-V.F.; 2004 APS certificate. Scott $175.
Estimate $500 - 750

Postal Cards

1475

1476

1475 )
Postal Card, c. 1875, Illegal Usage: engraved view stuck on back of a card, used to Philadelphia.
Postal regulations prohibited anything being attached to postal cards, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
1476 )
Postal Card, c. 1875, Illegal Usage: Illegal re-use, two cards with paper covering the original card so as
to be re-used despite postal regulations, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1477

1478

1477 )
Postal Card, 1873, 1¢ brown on buff, blue Carrier postmark, used to Chicago, with fancy bold New York
negative “5” postmark, Very Fine, ex-Fricke. Scott UX3.
Estimate $75 - 100
1478 )
Postal Card, c. 1875, “Bay Line Steamer” postmark, rare postmark on a card with printed address to
Boston, back with printed list of fruits and vegetables shipped, Very Fine. Scott UX3.
Estimate $500 - 750
Only two such postmarks known.

1479

1480

1479 )
Postal Card, 1875, invitation to the funeral of former President Andrew Johnson, neatly printed on
the reverse of a post card to Taylorsville, Tenn., with colorless embossed Masonic seal, Very Fine. Scott UX3.
Estimate $200 - 300
1480 )
Postal Card, 1881, 1¢ black on buff, bold Nantucket, Mass. “Man in Hat” fancy cancel (unlisted) on card
to Boston, Very Fine. Scott UX7.
Estimate $150 - 200
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Postal Cards Used on Foreign Mail

1481

1482

1481 )
1873, card to Germany, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note (1¢ overpaid) beautifully tied by New York Foreign
Mail cancel, red New York transit cancel below, Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500
1482 )
1873, card to Nova Scotia, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note tied by New York cancels, message from publisher on the reverse, F.-V.F., ex-Fricke. Scott UX3.
Estimate $200 - 300

1483

1484

1483 )
1874, card to Germany, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note, with choice strike of New York Foreign Mail cancel +
red New York transit cancel, Augsburg receiver, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
1484 )
1874, card to Germany, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note, with two choice strikes of New York Foreign Mail
cancels, red New York transit cancel, German receiver at left; light vertical file fold, otherwise Very Fine. Scott UX3.
Estimate $300 - 400

1485 )
c. 1874, card to Germany, uprated with 3¢ Bank Note (2¢ overpaid), Peru, Ill. postmark, red New York
and boxed German transit cancels; address and message side both faded, otherwise Fine. Estimate $250 - 350
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1486

1487

1486 )
1874, card to Germany, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note, with choice strikes of New York Foreign Mail cancels + red New York transit cancel, forwarder’s cachet on the reverse, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1487 )
1874, card to Germany, uprated with 3¢ Bank Note (2¢ overpaid), with fancy bold “5” in circle postmarks
and faint red New York transit cancel, message on the reverse in French, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1488

1489

1488 )
1874, card to Germany, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note, two bold New York Foreign Mail cancels and red
New York transit cancel, Very Fine. Scott UX3.
Estimate $150 - 200
1489 )
1874, card to Germany from San Francisco, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note, red New York transit cancel;
smudges, F.-V.F. Scott UX1, 156.
Estimate $150 - 200

1490 )
1874, card to Germany, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note, with indistinct postmark and red New York transit
cancel, forwarding marks in blue, Fine. Scott UX3, 156.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1491

1492

1491 )
1874, card to Germany, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note, tied by lightly struck New York Foreign Mail cancel,
red New York transit cancel below, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
1492 )
c. 1874, card to Germany, small inverted and reversed watermark, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note, red New
York transit cancel, Fine. Scott UX3, 145. UPSS S2e.
Estimate $75 - 100

1493

1494

1493 )
1874, card to Great Britain, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note (corner torn off), tied by New York Foreign Mail
cancel, marked INSUFFICIENTLY PAID and taxed “5”, several London transit cancels; light file fold, Fine. Scott
UX3.
Estimate $150 - 200
1494 )
1874, card to Switzerland, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note, tied by beautiful New York Foreign Mail cancels,
red “New York via Hamburg” transit and Basel receiver. Unusually nice, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

1495 )
1874, card to Switzerland, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note, lightly struck New York Foreign Mail cancel and
red New York via Bremen transit cancel, St. Gallen receiver, Very Fine. Scott UX3.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1496

1497

1496 )
1874, card to Switzerland, uprated with a stamp that has been torn off, bold Naperville, Ill. postmark and
matching FREE, red New York transit cancel, Fine. Scott UX3.
Estimate $100 - 150
1497 )
1874, card to Switzerland from Wisconsin, uprated with 1 Bank Note, red New York transit cancel, no
receiver, F.-V.F. Scott UX3, 156.
Estimate $75 - 100

1498

1499

1498 )
1875, card to Austria, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note, beautifully struck New York Foreign Mail cancel, red
New York transit cancel and Vienna arrival postmark at left, Very Fine. Scott UX3, 145.
Estimate $250 - 350
1499 )
c. 1875, card to Belgium, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note, St. Louis postmarks, red New York transit cancel
and Belgian receiver, F.-V.F., ex-Fricke. Scott UX3.
Estimate $100 - 150

1500 )
1875, card to Germany, uprated with 2¢ Bank Note (1¢ overpaid), tied by bold New York Foreign Mail
cancel, with faint red New York transit cancel below, F.-V.F. Scott UX3.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1501

1502

1501 )
1875, card to Germany, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note, with two magnificently struck New York Foreign Mail
cancels, red New York transit cancel in the center; few light creases, otherwise Very Fine. Scott UX3.
Estimate $500 - 750
1502 )
c. 1875, card to Germany, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note, tied by gorgeous strike of New York Foreign Mail
cancel, with red New York transit cancel below, commission agent’s ad in German on the reverse, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

1503

1504

1503 )
1875, card to Germany, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note tied by beautifully struck New York Foreign Mail cancel, with red New York transit cancel below, Very Fine. Scott UX3.
Estimate $300 - 400
1504 )
c. 1875, card to Germany, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note, bold New York Foreign Mail cancel, red New York
transit cancel below, German arrival postmark at left, commission merchant’s ad in German on the reverse, F.-V.F.
Scott UX3.
Estimate $300 - 400

1505 )
1875, card to Germany, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note, tied by lightly struck New York Foreign Mail cancel,
red New York transit and German arrival postmarks below, Very Fine. Scott UX3, 156.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1506

1507

1506 )
1875, card to Germany from Louisville, Ky., uprated with 1¢ Bank Note, fancy blue geometric postmarks, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1507 )
c. 1875, card to Germany, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note, two strikes of a lovely New York Foreign Mail cancel, red New York transit cancel, Very Fine. Scott UX3.
Estimate $200 - 300

1508

1509

1508 )
c. 1875, card to Germany from San Francisco, uprated with 2¢ Bank Note (1¢ overpaid), with red New
York transit cancel, faint German receiver; “Happy New Year” on the reverse, F.-V.F. Scott UX3.
Estimate $150 - 200
1509 )
1875, cover to Germany from Brooklyn, New York, uprated with 2¢ Bank Note (1¢ overpaid), with red
New York transit cancel; reverse shows elaborate ad for a photograph gallery, Very Fine. Estimate $150 - 200

1510 )
c. 1875, card to Germany, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note, tied by beautifully struck New York Foreign Mail
cancel, with red New York transit cancel below, ship broker’s ad on the reverse; card skillfully repaired with left margin added, Fine appearance.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1511

1512

1511 )
1875, card to Germany from San Francisco, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note, with red New York transit cancel below, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1512 )
1875, card to Germany, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note tied by Clarence, New York target cancels, with red
New York transit cancel below, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1513

1514

1513 )
c. 1875, card to Germany, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note (corner torn), tied by red Baltimore postmarks and
red New York transit cancel, F.-V.F. Scott UX3, 156.
Estimate $150 - 200
1514 )
1875, card to Germany, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note, New York Foreign Mail cancel and red New York
transit cancel; back side stained, several corner creases, Fine. Scott UX3, 156.
Estimate $150 - 200

1515 )
1875, card to Germany, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note, red New York and black Hamburg horseshoe transit
cancels, F.-V.F. Scott UX3, 156.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1516
1516 )
UX3.

1517

c. 1875, card to Germany, uprated with 2¢ Bank Note (1¢ overpaid); address is very faint, Fine. Scott
Estimate $100 - 150

1517 )
c. 1875, card to Germany, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note tied by lightly struck New York Foreign Mail cancel, red New York transit cancel below; cover skillfully repaired, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott UX1.
Estimate $100 - 150

1518

1519

1518 )
1875, card to Germany from New Jersey, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note, with red New York transit cancel,
F.-V.F. Scott UX3, 156.
Estimate $75 - 100
1519 )
1875, card to Great Britain from Chicago, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note tied by fancy blue Chicago postmark, red London transit cancel at left, F.-V.F. Scott UX3.
Estimate $150 - 200

1520 )
1875, card to Riga, Russia from North Carolina, uprated with 1¢ and 3¢ Bank Notes, red New York
transit cancel below, Riga backstamp; reverse is a printed merchandise report, F.-V.F. Scott UX3, 145, 147.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1521

1522

1521 )
1875, card to Switzerland, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note, with two New York Foreign Mail cancels, red New
York transit cancel and two Swiss receiving postmarks, Very Fine. Scott UX3, 156.
Estimate $350 - 500
1522 )
1875, card to Switzerland, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note tied by brilliantly struck New York Foreign Mail
cancel, red New York transit cancel below, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

1523

1524

1523 )
c. 1875, card to Switzerland, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note, beautifully tied by New York Foreign Mail cancel, red New York via Bremen transit cancel at left, light vertical file fold, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1524 )
1875, card to Switzerland, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note, with bold blue Chicago postmark, red New York
transit cancel and two Swiss receivers, F.-V.F., ex-Fricke. Scott UX3.
Estimate $150 - 200

1525 )
1875, card to Switzerland, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note, red New York transit cancel, Swiss receiver,
F.-V.F. Scott UX3, 156.
Estimate $75 - 100
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1526

1527

1526 )
1876, card to Germany from St. Paul, Minn., uprated with 2¢ Bank Note (1¢ overpaid), with two fancy
“T” postmarks, German backstamp, F.-V.F. Scott UX3.
Estimate $150 - 200
1527 )
1876, card to Germany, uprated with 1¢ Bank Note, red New York transit cancel, black German receiver,
forwarded from Germany to Switzerland, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

1528 )
1886, cover to Great Britain from Washington, D.C., franked with 5¢ Bank Note, stamp dealer’s corner
card, numerous postmarks including “Return to Writer”, F.-V.F.
Estimate $75 - 100

1529 )
1889, card to France from New Hampshire, franked with 1¢ Bank Note, bold Paris receiver, and with
printed advert for The Stamp World magazine on the reverse, Very Fine.
Estimate $75 - 100
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1530
1530

1531

Revenue, 1862, First Issue, 5¢ Foreign Exchange, perf’d (R26), used on 1866 U.S. Stamp Company
stock certificate No. 71 for one share of stock issued to one E.T. Gage for $1; the stamp with printed cancel “E.H.
Judkins/ E.T. Gage/ For U.S./ Stamp Com’New York/ Apr. 2d 1866” and the certificate signed by Judkins (as Agent)
and Gage (as Treasurer); endorsed “E.T. Gage” on reverse, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
Edgar H. Judkins, a stamp dealer in Lowell Mass., did business as the United States Stamp Co. beginning in
1865.

1531

Embossed Revenue Stamped Paper, 1755-57, Massachusetts Colonial Issue, 2d, embossed
(RM2), 1768 appointment of power of attorney, with revenue in left border, pen drawing on the revenue, otherwise
F.-V.F., scarce Colonial revenue and document. Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350

1532

1533

1532

Embossed Revenue Stamped Paper, 1800, $1 Massachusetts (RM117), clear strike on 1800 folio
printed insurance policy for the Schooner Rogin, dated March 15, 1800; incredibly fresh and attractive, Very Fine.
Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200

1533

Embossed Revenue Stamped Paper, 1802, Used on Receipt To Pay, four notes on one page each
has Second Federal Issue RM260a and RM260b, clear impressions but most are affected by folds in the document,
still a scarce and unusual piece for the revenue dealer or collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 1534
1534 )
Exposition Covers, 1896-1937. In a cover album, including a couple of 1896 Tennessee Centennial Exposition used covers; two World’s Columbian Exposition used cards; 1901 picture postcard with 1¢ tied by Pan
American Exposition cancel; 1901 Pan American Exposition cover with enclosed letter, and addressed to Norwalk
CT; 1904 St. Louis World’s Fair eight colorful covers to Pittsfield MA, plus several picture postcards; 1905 Lewis &
Clark Exposition picture postcard; 1907 Jamestown Exposition three picture postcards. We also noted Panama-Pacific International Exposition admission coupons, plus several picture postcards and a couple of 1937
Arkansas Centennial Exposition covers, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1535 )
Exceptional Early Cover Selection, 1851-1930. Approximately 100 covers and cards, a quick look reveals three #9 on cover, #9 on a circular for hops warehouse, #33 on cover to Nevada City CA, #32 on cover to Kansas Territory for Governor Denver, #115 on cover to Ireland, #116 on cover to Germany, mixed condition, a lot that
will pay you back several fold, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1536 )
Ladies Embossed Cover Collection. Fourteen covers mounted on pages, with eight stampless, one
with gilded embossed guitar, some duplication, few if any condition issues, a quick inspection should elicit an aggressive bid, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1537 )
Mostly Stampless Covers Group, fourteen stampless covers and two franked, stampless are mostly
modestly priced items, the two franked are a illustrated ad cover for Harbor Point MI, and a 1928 Graf Zeppelin First
Flight franked with C5, C6 and C8, group could probably used further research, please inspect, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1538 )
Balance of Ten Better Covers. Includes a Whiting & Co.’s Feather River Express cover; a Mississippi
River mail packet “Steamer Cuba” oval; two 1851 issue covers (1¢ type IV and 10¢ type III, each three margins), an
illustrated advertising cover franked with two 1¢ Bank Notes; and a business letter with a “Kelley’s Island, Ohio” circular datestamp used as a letterhead with a 2¢ Revenue affixed and pen canceled “ASK (A.S. Kelley) Dec 18/65”,
telling of the failure of the island’s grape crop that year. Few small faults, but all attractive and each with something
unusual. A great little lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 1539
1539 )
Postal History Group. 50+ covers, includes fancy cancels, ad covers with one illustrated, four 1869 3¢,
three Blackjacks, we note a triple rate to the USS Ship Courier, mixed condition, a great array of usages for a small
price, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1540

Ex 1542

1540 )
Florida Postal History. Seven covers, includes beautiful illustrated ad cover for St James Hotel FL, a
blue Oak Grove c.d.s. (S/R 4) with matching star in circle, Manatee with fancy crossroads, and a Eustis with
“Missent” straight line, mixed condition, nice material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1541 )
Miscellaneous Postal History Group, 1852-66. Four covers, comprises 1851 10¢ green type II (15) on
small ladies envelope front only with small hand colored vase of flowers in corner; two bearing 1861 10¢ green (68),
one with a single Baltimore to Havana, Cuba, the other with three singles New York to Paris, France; finally an 1866
15¢ black (77) Philadelphia to Paris; all franked with average stamps but are otherwise generally Fine (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200
1542 )
WWI & WWII Patriotics, 1917-45. Assortment of sixteen covers in stock sheets, including 1917 six covers with flag facing right, and franked with 1¢ or 2¢ Washington stamps; 1938 1¢ postal card with Commodore Oliver Perry cachet; five 1944-45 colorful covers. We also noted 1898 “Remember the Maine” colorful cover to York,
PA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

End of Sale - Thank You
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